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1 N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 
-----------------------
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the oppor-
tunities that so-called management services may present for 
the public accounting profession. 
The public accountant's position with respect to man-
agement consulting will be appraised and an inventory will be 
taken of the rewards and the pitfalls attached to this field 
of activity which is developing as a new challenge to the pro-
fession. 
Growing interest in management services 
Since the late 1940's an increasing number of edito-
rials and articles on "Management ~ervices" has been published 
in accounting literature. More and more frequently the topic 
is being included in the program of accountants• meetings and 
conventions. 
In 1953 President Arthur B. Foye of the American In-
stitute of Accountants appointed a Committee on Management 
Services by CPAs. The committee's objective was to explore the 
extent of management services rendered by CPAs and to recom-
mend a procedure for preparing and producing a publication to 
guide practitioners in this area. This initiative has been fol-
lowed with similar action by the presidents of several state 
societies of CPAs. 
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Except for a pamphlet distributed in September,I956, 
to the membership of the American Institute,these committees 
had not,as of December I958,made any public announcement re-
garding their findings. Mixed feelings of optimism and doubt 
about the desirability of extending professional practice in-
to the management area have caused these committees to pro-
ceed with the utmost caution and to evaluate the diverging 
opinions carefully. 
The question,however,is not a new one,nor is the at-
tention that many leading accountants have given to it. As 
early as April,I912,an editorial appeared in the Journal of 
Accountancy under the title "CPA: Doctor of Business"*• It 
contained the following statement: 
••• More and more as time goes on the accountant is 
being eonsulted,and his advice adopted in the general 
control of business undertaking. He is beginning to be 
looked upon as a business physician and his work is 
extending far and wide in fields which a few years ago 
would have been considered entirely outside his legit-
imate sphere of action ••• 
There is no doubt that since the early days of the profession 
many accountants have rendered valuable and diversified serv-
ices to the businessmen who have employed them. 
The novel fact is the growing awareness of the pro-
fession as a whole,a sort of collective awakening to the eon-
sultant possibilities hitherto inadequately explored. A change 
* 23, p. 26-27 
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has occurred also in the way of approaching the problem of 
management services. Formerly,incursions in this field were 
oftentimes carried on by accountants in an informal manner. 
They were frequently limited to oral advice given on speci-
fic questions. ln the majority of cases,the advice was inci-
dental to other work and did not constitute the purpose of 
the accountant's intervention. Most often,whether the advice 
was sought by the client or volunteered by the accountant, 
each situation was approached individually and its treatment 
decided upon in the light of the specific circumstances. 
With the growing interest in management services 
manifested by an increasing number of members of the profes-
siop,the way of handling these services came to be reconsid-
ered. The traditional approaches and solutions were ques-
tioned and attempts made to define acceptable principles and 
policies that would best meet the needs of business and would 
be compatible with the standards of the profession. This led 
to the creation of the committees to which allusion has been 
made. 
Management services defined 
In September,I956,the Committee on Management ~erv­
ices by CPAs created by the American Institute of Accountants 
distributed a tentative "Classification of Management Serv-
ices by CPAs"*· In its first pages,the publication acknow-
* 8 
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ledges that "the term Management ~ervices when used in con-
nection with the services performed by CPAs is not self-expla-
natory" and it attempts to delineate the boundaries of the 
concept. 
It is not my intention to engage in a terminologi-
cal controversy about what should be included or excluded in 
the definition of management services. At the risk of some-
what broadening the concept,! will use the term as comprising 
all services to business management which are capable of be-
ing performed by public accountants in addition to the fol-
lowing three traditional services performed by them: auditing, 
bookkeeping service,and preparation of tax returns. 
In the course of this paper several concrete exam-
ples of management services will be given which will help 
define the areas these services are apt to encompass. 
Limitation and scope of this study 
Although these additional services are open to all 
public accountants,whether individual practitioners,small, 
medium-size or national accounting firms,the question will be 
approached more particularly from the point of view of the 
opportunities it presents and the problems it poses for the 
medium-size public accounting firm. 
Inasmuch as there is no generally accepted defini-
tion of a medium-size public accounting firm,the concept as 
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used in this work will encompass all public accounting organ-
izations exclusive of (a) individual practitioners and smaller 
firms operating with only a few qualified accountants,and (b) 
a dozen or so larger organizations which offer nationwide or 
even international service through a number of decentralized 
offices scattered throughout the country or the world. 
Undoubtedly many individual practitioners and small 
accounting firms will continue to perform management services 
with competence and success,but these services will of neces-
sity remain less diversified and of lesser scope,and will be 
kept on a more individual basis which involves fewer organi-
zational problems. 
As for the national and international firms,their 
greater resources in both people and money,the broader basis 
of their activities,the kind of clientele they usually cater 
to permit them to engage in consulting work in a unique way. 
For several years,many of them have actually counseled their 
clients on a number of business problems,making formal studies 
and detailed suggestions. Some of these larger firms have set 
up specialized departments and solved the organizational and 
training problems involved in rendering such services in a 
way which the majority of the smaller firms could hardly af-
ford to follow. 
Between the major firms organized to offer a vari-
ety of management services to the most complex business or-
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ganizations and the individual practitioners generally so 
much engrossed in auditing and tax work that most of them 
can hardly devote any time to formal counseling work,the me-
dium-size accounting firms occupy a somewhat unique position. 
Their clientele comprises most of the so-called small busi-
nesses which constitute the backbone of the American economy. 
These innumerable businesses are looking more and more for 
outside managerial help. 
This - and the fact that I am better acquainted 
with the problems of the medium-size accounting firms - have 
led me to study the question of management services more par-
ticularly from the point of view of these firms. 
On the other hand,this work will concern princi-
pally those services rendered to manufacturing enterprises 
which present generally a wider range of problems than the 
other traditional clients of public accounting firms,such as 
purely commercial businesses,charitable,educational,or other 
non-profit institutions,etc. It should,however,be borne in 
mind that these other clients also offer many opportunities 
for consulting services. 
Division of this study 
This paper is divided into five chapters. 
Chapter I is devoted to examining the nature of 
the need for management assistance,particularly among small 
businesses. 
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Chapter II studies the sources of management as-
sistance and discusses whether public accounting firms are 
in a position to provide their clients with the outside help 
they need. 
Chapter III illustrates the kinds of management 
services an accounting firm can offer. 
In chapter IV are analyzed the rewards and pitfalls 
inherent in the performance of management services by an ac-
counting firm. 
Finally,chapter V contains a number of suggestions 
intended to aid in solving organizational problems posed by 
the expansion into management services. 
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CHAPTER I. THE NEED FOR MANAGEMENT .A.SSIS'rANCE 
---------------------------------------------
It would be vain and futile for a businessman to 
engage in manufacturing a product for which a market does 
not exist and cannot be anticipated to develop in the rather 
near future. 
This holds true for services as well as for pro-
ducts. If management does not need outside assistance it is 
useless to discuss who can help it and how. It is therefore 
essential to establish clearly whether businessmen need out-
side help to carry out their management duties successfully. 
To contend that they do would amount to a bold and 
disparaging statement if managing a business were not the 
complex function it has grown to be. 
The time has long gone by when a minimum amount of 
common sense together with a few years of informal training 
within the business was all that was needed to take over the 
management with reasonable chances of success. Rule-of-thumb 
methods and decisions based solely on intuition have grown 
as obsolete in running a business as an hour-glass in keeping 
time. Management has become a subtle art and as its princi-
ples,its objectives and its methods are getting better ana-
lyzed and defined it is acquiring the status of a science 
with complex disciplines and multi-shaped techniques. 
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Evolution of the management function 
It is not surprising that,like many other human 
activities,business management has been carried out at first 
empirically,on a trial-and-error basis,often by very able and 
strong-minded individuals. Like the skippers of the early 
crafts they relied only on their own judgment,they took ad-
vice from nobody and held themselves liable to none. They did 
not rely on instruments to find their way. Their skill and 
experience guided them,more or less successfully,through the 
shallows and the reefs. They anticipated storms and winds 
with more or less luck and planned their route accordingly. 
Later,as navigation developed,vessels became better, 
faster,and bigger. The range of traveled spaces expanded to 
cover the Seven Seas. The number of ships at sea augmented 
considerably as did the number of passengers and the volume 
and value of cargos. Instruments - compass,sea charts,weather 
reports,radiotelegraph - became the inseparable aids of the 
modern seafarer. Seamanship became a complex science requiring 
long study and training. 
Man's economic activity has similarly undergone a 
profound evolution through the ages. Slow at first,and for 
centuries constrained by social and religious forces,the evo-
lution became more rapid during the Renaissance which saw the 
birth of business organizations,ancestors of our modern cor-
porations, ·.~:he pace increased in the second half of the nine-
teenth century with the growth of industry. but it was not 
until the last three or four decades that the character of 
business management changed completely in an unprecedented 
revolution brought about by new economic,social,and politi-
cal factors. 
More and faster machines have been placed at the 
disposal of industry. Output has increased tremendously. 
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New technological developments have continuously made avail-
able more productive equipment and improved processes. Oper-
ating costs have been reduced and production further in-
creased. Markets have expanded - from within as populations 
grew and as lower selling prices made more products avail-
able to more people; from without owing to the constant pres-
sure to find new openings for the ever growing outputs. 
Business enterprises have enlarged. They have ex-
panded geographically. Decentralization has brought them 
closer to their customers,to the sources of materials,to the 
labor supply. Vertical and horizontal integration has fur-
ther increased their size. 
To carry out expansion programs the need of capital 
has grown considerably. Management's own wealth has become 
insufficient to provide the necessary financial means. Banks, 
insurance companies,and other credit institutions have sup-
plied additional short and long-term financing. More people 
have invested their savings - large or small - in other peo-
ple's enterprises: ownership has been dissociated from man-
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agement. Giant corporations have been formed financed largely 
by the savings of thousands of small investors. 
Meanwhile,distances have disappeared: faster and 
better communications have helped reach more distant markets 
and made available new sources of materials. !deas have dif-
fused more rapidly and more unrestrictedly,putting new scien-
tific and technological discoveries at the disposal of more 
people. Competition has increased and widened. Remoteness 
from a market no longer means exclusion from it. Numerous 
foreign products have appeared on markets traditionally com-
peted for by national products only. Conversely the latter 
have penetrated foreign markets in greater number. Tradition-
al products have lost their long uncontested acceptance and 
have been replaced by new ones. Customer's acceptunce has 
become an unstable asset. It can be maintained only by cons-
tantly watching for fast changing demands,by continuously 
adapting and improving manufacturing processes and distri-
bution methods. Customers' exigencies have increased. Pro-
ducing the best available product at the lowest possible cost 
and distributing it through the most economical channels has 
become a daily challenge for any business enterprise. Pail-
ure to meet this challenge means unmerciful elimination. 
Meanwhile,social evolution has brought about a new 
force with which management has to deal and negotiate - labor 
has organized. Union leaders have claimed for their fellow 
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workers a greater share of the wealth they help produce. 
Workers have won the right to be listened to and the means 
to enforce their claims. Beside increasing direct compensa-
tion,employees have been granted security and other fringe 
benefits of a wide variety. Working conditions have been im-
proved considerably. Labor costs have risen. 
Other political and social factors have markedly 
influenced business life during the last several decades. 
Periodic depressions have shaken the economic and social 
foundations of many countries. Abuses have called for protec-
tion of the economically weaker against the unscrupulous. 
Governments have intervened more and more on the economic 
scene. They have enacted more and more regulations to keep 
the economic activity of everyone within limits compatible 
with the rights of all. 
Two World Wars have deeply affected the economy of 
most countries. In many of them they have generated social 
and political turmoil. The awakening of national conscious-
ness in underdeveloped countries and their struggle to rid 
themselves of economic and political dependence from other 
countries have deeply modified long established trading 
streams. The split between the Yest and the East has cut off 
most economic exchanges between the two blocs. The shock of 
their irreconcilable ideologies and of widely divergent poli-
tical ambitions has brought about a climate of mutual sus-
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picion and fear. The need for self-defense and military pre-
paredness has led to the armament race and to fantastically 
huge defense budgets. 
To provide governments with the ever growing finan-
cial means they needed to carry out their social,economic,and 
defense roles,heavier and heavier taxes have been levied. 
Inflation has been suffered everywhere. Currencies 
have depreciated. Prices have gone up under the pressure of 
rising salaries,growing government expenditures,and accele-
rated circulation of the money supply. 
It would be preposterous to expect that such dras-
tic changes in the political,social~and economical environ-
ment could have been brought about without affecting business 
management profoundly. Indeed,the growing complexities of this 
milieu have greatly modified the function and the practice of 
management. 
Complexity of present-day management 
Managing a business is no longer an ivory-tower oc-
cupation. It requires constant surveillance and forecasting 
of ever-changing external,as well as internal,factors. The 
management has continuously to ward off adverse elements and 
to grasp favorable opportunities as soon as they appear. This 
requires multitudinous skills and well-rounded experience. 
The successful businessman knows his product and 
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its uses. He has a thorough knowledge of the market and of 
its fluctuations. He keeps an eye on his competitors,compares 
their products,and watches their moves. He is acquainted with 
distribution methods and pricing policies. 
He is familiar with the kind of equipment he uses, 
with the materials and supplies he employs. He keeps posted 
about the sources,availability,and price fluctuations of these 
materials and supplies. He knows about plant layout,material 
handling,and manufacturing processes. 
He watches the labor market and is conversant with 
the labor regulations and the compensation practices which 
prevail. He knows what skills are required to fill in any of 
his employees' functions. He is good at selecting and train-
ing his men. He is an excellent industrial relations man. 
The successful manager knows accounting techniques, 
inventory and cost control procedures,and internal control 
practices. He closely follows new developments in taxation; 
he is able to recognize the present and future tax conse-
quences of the policies he defines and the decisions he makes, 
and to use the tax laws for greater profits. 
He has outstanding financial ability. He antici-
pates his needs for capital and knows when and how much to 
borrow,what terms he can afford. He is familiar with business 
laws,price and wage control legislation,and legal procedures 
available when his rights are imperiled. he knows where and 
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how to look for new ideas,new products,new processes which 
enable him to stay ahead. He is acquainted with a score of 
other subjects,from insurance to advertising,from office man-
agement to psychology. 
If he were not conversant with all these matters he 
would imperil his business dangerously. If he were weak or 
ignorant in one phase of his manifold duties,if he were to let 
one of his functions go unheeded,he would jeopardize his en-
terprise and permit insidious cracks to set in,which may - ·and 
often do - develop into wide open gaps. 
The sad story of business failures clearly testifies 
to this. Periodically,Dun & Bradstreet,Inc. compiles statis-
tics of business failures and studies their underlying causes. 
It is significant that invariably the largest percentage of 
failures is traced to managerial incompetence and inexperience 
showing up in the lack or inadequate development of sound pol-
icies and procedures*. 
In a study released in April,I958**,Dun & Bradstreet 
analyzed those business failures reported in I957 which "in-
volved court proceeding or voluntary action likely to end in 
I 
loss to creditors". Of some I3,700 such failures,about 80% 
are traced to incompetence,unbalanced experience,or lack of 
managerial experience. In this and in other similar studies, 
* 56, p. I 
** IO, p. 2 and 12 
the following pitfalls are most frequently found: 
I. Inadequate records 
2. lnaccurate information as to costs 
3. Lack of inventory controls 
4. ~ailure to budget expenditures 
5. Excessive operating costs 
6. Little or no internal control or check 
7. Little or no tax planning 
8. Paulty purchasing practices 
9. ~aulty sales policies 
IO. Insufficient capital 
II. Lack of sound and effective credit policies 
I2. Excessive investment in plant and equipment*. 
The number and percentage of failures due to man-
agement inability is not surprising when one thinks of the 
exacting skills required to manage a business successfully. 
More surprising is the fact that so many business managers 
fail to realize their shortcomings and to learn from those 
who have failed. Yet,how can they possibly acquire the di-
versified knowledge and the various skills,learn the numer-
ous indispensable techniques,keep abreast of the latest de-
velopments,and still have some time left for managing their 
business? 
Managing a business: a team work 
I7 
Obviously,managing a business is not a one-man job. 
Nobody could ever accumulate the amount of knowledge and find 
the amount of time necessary to be an outstanding and well-
rounded manager; therefore,running a business has become a 
team work. 
* 56, p. I 
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This is illustrated by the variety of skills,expe-
rience and background represented among the top personnel of 
larger firms. It is dramatically exemplified by the numerous 
cases of so-called group management or multiple management 
which are to be found in an increasing number of larger com-
panies. It is evidenced by the wider and wider use which is 
being made in business management,of methods and techniques 
borrowed from other sciences,of experts from many different 
fields: economists,statisticians,lawyers,psychologists,engi-
neers,even physicians and pure scientists. 
Complexities of small business management 
It may be objected here that all this undoubtedly 
characterizes big business but that the management of smaller 
business enterprises - which are being considered more parti-
cularly in this paper - is not confronted with problems of 
comparable complexity. Although this objection appears to 
have some justification,so-called small businesses operate in 
the same political,social,and economic environment as larger 
ones. The internal setup of smaller firms may be less elabo-
rate but they are exposed to the same external forces which 
they are often in a weaker position to withstand,and their 
problems are basically the same as those with which big busi-
nesses have to cope. 
The management of smaller companies has likewise 
to solve questions such as whether to replace a machine and 
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when; whether or not to discontinue a line of products that 
yields an insufficient return; whether to try a new distri-
bution channel; whether to make or to buy a component part; 
whether to hire one more salesman or to redistribute sales 
territories; whether to hire more office labor or to mecha-
nize inventory keeping; whether to reinvest all of the pro-
fits or to declare a dividend; whether to borrow money or in-
crease the equity capital; and many other similar problems. 
The difference is less in the complexity of the pro-
blems than in the level at which they are posed. But,obvious-
ly,reaching a decision as to whether or not to spend $10,000 
may be as crucial for a small firm as examining a proposed 
expenditure ten or twenty times greater in a larger company. 
For smaller firms as for larger ones,never-ending 
.search for improvement is the condition for survival and 
growth. In this struggle for continuous adaptation and better-
ment,small businesses are undoubtedly disfavored because their 
financial means are necessarily smaller. Also,they have little 
or no access to public markets for capital. Errors and mis-
calculations are likely to be more costly and more fatal to 
them as their working capital does not generally provide for 
buffer funds to absorb the losses. Then too,the impact of Fed-
eral taxation severely reduces their ability to plough profits 
back for improvement and expansion. 
Smaller companies cannot afford to undertake costly 
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research and development projects to keep pace with accele-
rating technological changes. They cannot keep abreast of 
larger companies using mass advertising media and large scale 
promotion campaigns. Yet,except for special cases,they have 
to cope with sharp competition from big business. 
Smaller businesses are often dependent upon a lim-
ited number of customers whose exigencies are great. Many are 
operating marginally and survive only because they confine 
themselves to providing their customers with non-standard, 
small-run,or specialized products or services which larger 
firms,geared to mass production,voluntarily disregard. Some 
live off subcontracting work they do for larger businesses: 
those are in a particularly precarious situation,for this sur-
plus work is likely to be cut off at the slightest dip of 
their customers' activity. 
Since the volume of their operations is smaller 
their need for materials and supplies is more limited and 
they often obtain less favorable terms from their suppliers. 
Should a product be in short supply they are unlikely to be 
given equal treatment with other bigger users of the product. 
The relative vulnerability of small business has 
been preoccupying the government for some time. In May,I956, 
a Cabinet Committee on Small Business was appointed for the 
purpose of "investigating the economic conditions of small 
business enterprises,of reviewing Federal policies and pro-
grams that affect them,of sifting hundreds of suggestions 
for governmental action received by the committee and of 
formulating a constructive program,both legislative and ad-
ministrative,for expanding the opportunities of small busi-
nesses to prosper and grow."* 
On the other hand,there is hardly a week when the 
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national press does not publish pleas in favor of small busi-
ness and comments on the need to provide a more favorable 
economic climate for them. 
However,all too often,the proponents of aid to small 
business pass in silence over the fact that,while small busi-
ness is a part of our economy which we wish to maintain be-
cause it performs a useful function,it also represents a tre-
mendous amount of waste and inefficiency**. ~iany small firms 
should never have been started and many are bound inevitably 
to fail. If,out of every IOO new enterprises,about 50 go out 
of business within two years and only about 33 survive by the 
end of five years,the main reasons are traceable to internal 
deficiencies rather than related to unfavorable economic eli-
mate. 
The managerial abilities of smaller businessmen are 
much more limited and thei~ lack of balanced experience more 
acute. Oftentimes,the small businessman is a successful sales-
* 61, P• I 
** 3, p. 20 
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man,or a qualified engineer,or a resourceful inventor. Ac-
cordingly,he devotes much of his time and efforts to the 
phase of the business which corresponds to his ability. More 
often than not the other functions are inadequately performed. 
The organization is then an unbalanced body with one hyper-
trophied limb draining most of its substance to the prejudice 
of other parts which become atrophied and threaten the life 
of the whole body. 
This dearth of well-rounded experience is probably 
the heaviest liability of small business. It generates a great 
deal of their problems and causes most of their fatalities. 
It is one of the most compelling reasons why small businessmen 
need managerial assistance to an extent even greater than do 
larger companies. 
Internal vs. external management assistance 
The most logical way of providing a business enter-
prise with the diversified talents and skills necessary to 
manage it successfully,and the most currently resorted to,is 
obviously the hiring of a number of employees to which #rag-
ments of the authority and responsibility of management are 
delegated. These employees are chosen for their various skills, 
experience,and background. Each contributes to the attainment 
of the aims of the business by carrying out the duties assigned 
to him according to his particular abilities. Together they 
constitute the management team. 
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In larger companies the distribution of managerial 
responsibilities among employees of varied talent and profi-
ciency is carried very far. Experts in a number of fields de-
vote their specialized knowledge on a permanent basis to as-
sisting top management. In many large organizations,work of 
a purely advisory nature is carried out by a specialized 
staff distinct from the line authority responsible for turn-
ing out decisions into action. Elaborate training programs 
are set up to broaden the managerial ability of younger and 
I 
potential executives and to help them use their talents for 
the greater benefit of the enterprise. 
Many smaller businesses are likewise employing a 
number of executives who pool their time and knowledge and 
share the duties of management. Undoubtedly many of them are 
adequately staffed to provide for the essential functions of 
management. 
However,on the whole,help is of necessity hired on 
a less liberal basis than in bigger firms. Smaller businesses 
have often more limited financial means and offer fewer op-
portunities for advancement,which places them at a disadvan-
tage in the competitive search for skilled collaborators. The 
functions of their personnel are often less specialized. Their 
employees' authority and responsibility are less appropriately 
defined and a part of their managers' time and attention is 
devoted to matters which could be taken care of at lower lev-
els. Many executives of small businesses are jacks-of-all-
trades with little time left for constructive thinking and 
vital planning. 
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In many smaller businesses the philosophy of per-
sonnel hiring is different. Help is hired more on a "you-
can't-attend-to-everything-yourself" basis rather than with 
a view to bringing in new talents. Some owners of small firms 
simply cannot delegate part of their authority. Others act as 
if they had a monopoly of brain power,thus depriving their 
organizations from the benefit of new ideas and new approaches 
which never have a chance of being tried out. Some unconscious-
ly impress such a mark on the entire management team and dom-
inate it so much that all independent thinking is banished. 
Paradoxically,many of those whose opportunities of 
finding managerial assistance among their own personnel are 
more limited,are apt to disregard whatever help their person-
nel can give them. Too often,they look upon those they employ 
as mere subordinates whose sole purpose is to execute their 
commands without trying to think by themselves. 
As a striking contrast,those large organizations 
which maintain an extensive staff of highly skilled executives 
are availing themselves more and more of the additional as-
sistance of outside experts. The growing prosperity of the 
so-called management consultants testify to the broader and 
more pervasive use which is being mane of their services. 
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Their value to business management is ever more widely recog-
nized and their services in ever increasing demand. But,strange-
ly,those who are in greater need of outside help have thus far 
sought little of it and the business consultants themselves 
have done little to attract smaller firms. 
The case against outside assistance 
Many small businessmen have undoubtedly never thought 
of calling in outsiders to make an independent appraisal of a 
problem and suggest a solution. Others have thought of it only 
to dismiss the idea after giving it more or less serious con-
sideration. 
Among the reasons most commonly given by those who 
do not employ outside consultants the following generally pre-
vail. 
I. "What can anybody teach me about my business?" 
There are businessmen who do not want any advice,who feel they 
are fully competent to handle any situation which may arise. 
Several decades ago,this was a commonly prevailing attitude.· 
The growing complexity of the business world has now made such 
a position rather ludicrous. In fact,those rugged individual-
ists are becoming a vanishing race as most businessmen realize 
that "flying by the seat of the pants" is a defunct way of 
running a business. 
2. "Our company is different. Our problems are pe-
culiar." This may seem true of most any business enterprise 
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inasmuch as local environment and human factors differ from 
one company to another. Those who run a business and are en-
tangled in the every day particulars of its management are 
apt to think of their problems as unique in some ways. Yet, 
fundamentally,when reduced to their essentials,most problems 
are common to many businesses. Consultants who have acquired 
a well-rounded experience through servicing a number of var-
ied businesses are well aware of it. Often,what appears at 
first sight as a peculiar predicament turns out to be a com-
mon situation once the heart of the problem has been isolated 
from its shell of gloomy details. 
3. "What do l pay my executives for,if I have to 
call in outsiders to solve our problems?" Obviously,it is the 
prime responsibility of a company's regular staff to recognize, 
analyze,and solve most management problems and nobody would 
suggest that consultants be called to do it in their place. 
But there are circumstances where the independence of view-
point,the specialized knowledge,and the comparative judgment 
of an outside consultant would save both time and money. There 
are problems which a company's regular staff simply never get 
around to for lack of time or for a number of other reasons. 
Several specific situations will be referred to hereafter when 
reasons for outside assistance are examined. 
It should be added here - and this also will be am-
plified later in this chapter - that outside assistance is no 
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substitute for sound management. The consultants assist,they 
do not tell. They suggest solutions,they do not decide. The 
responsibility for deciding which course of action to take in 
any specific situation rests with management and this respon-
sibility is not to be alienated to consultants. 
4. "I could not afford to hire management consultants." 
Naturally the price paid for a service should be in keeping 
with the value of the service: one should not hire a special-
ist to do a clerk's job. Simple,routine problems will always 
be dealt with more inexpensively by the company's regular 
staff. Only worthwhile problems deserve to be referred to con-
sultants. 
Certainly,it may be difficult,at the time when a 
decision is to be made as to whether or not to hire a consult-
ant,to evaluate the potential results of consulting services. 
This,however,is a common situation: many management decisions 
involve a calculated risk,a weighing of tangible and measur-
able expenditures against intangible and contingent benefits. 
This is the case whenever an advertising campaign is decided 
upon,when hiring an executive is being contemplated,and indeed 
in a score of other instances. 
It is,of course,advisable not to deal with a con-
sultant without checking his reputation and integrity. Besides, 
a reasonable estimate of the anticipated cost of the consulting 
assignment should be obtained so as to be in a position to 
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weigh the expenditure against the potential outcome of the 
work. It may certainly be added that advice given by compe-
tent and experienced counselors is often worth much more than 
the price paid for it. 
5. "I got burned once and I certainly don't intend 
to be burned again."* Some companies have had unsuccessful 
experiences with consultants, Naturally not all of these are 
qualified and ethical. Some are fakers and incompetents. Some 
have oversold their services and made wild claims,"pie in the 
sky" promises. And there are those who are more concerned with 
buttering up their clients than with appraising the facts ob-
jectively and realistically. 
However,failure to satisfy his client is not always 
to be blamed on the consultant. Not all problems can be solved 
even by specialists. Besides,there are undoubtedly numerous 
instances where management deserves the blame: Did they fully 
cooperate with the consultants? Did they disclose to the con-
sultants everything they should have? Did they expect miracles? 
Did they give the consultants enough freedom? 
Another reason which keeps businessmen away from 
outside advisers,is generally not uttered. It concerns a men-
tal attitude which is not uncommon among small businessmen. 
It proceeds from their fear to be criticized,from the dread 
* 53, p. I3 
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of having their shortcomings revealed. They refuse to admit, 
even to themselves,that the organization they have set up can 
be improved or to hear comments about the lack of organization 
which plagues their business. These are akin to those who claim 
they do not need any advice to run their business and,fortu-
nately,like them they become fewer and fewer. 
Meanwhile the proponents of the value of outside 
managerial assistance grow more and more numerous and the ranks 
of those who rejoice in having confided some of their problems 
to the critical analysis of management advisers grow larger 
and larger. 
The value of outside assistance 
Although the reasons why businessmen refer to out-
side consultants are varied and numerous,the motivations which 
lead them to;and the benefits they derive from,seeking outside 
advice can be broadly classified as follows: 
I. Fresher viewpoint. The consultant who approaches 
the problem referred to him without being entangled in all 
their superfluous particulars and without preconceived ideas 
or prejudices,is more apt to get an objective view of the sit-
uation. He is in a better position to see the forest without 
being distracted by the trees. He is likely to look at the 
situation from a different angle and may be able to suggest 
new lines of reasoning,new ways of tackling and solving the 
problem. 
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2. Broader viewpoint. The adviser's broad experience 
in dealing with business problems and the knowledge he has 
accumulated in helping solve a number of them are placed at 
the disposal of management. Knowing how others have handled 
similar situations and being aware of the different degrees 
of success achieved by the various solutions tried out in 
analogous cases,the consultant has a vast pool of practical 
knowledge at his disposal,on which he can draw for the bene-
fit of his clients. 
3. Independence. The consultant has no personal 
interest in seeing one solution adopted rather than another. 
He is less tempted to be a yes-man to management; the numer-
ous psychological reasons which may lead a company's execu-
tive to favor one course of action instead of another do not 
prejudice his judgment. Businessmen often hire him to check 
on their own thinking,either when they hope that they are 
right or when they suspect they may be wrong. When management 
is divided as to the way of handling a situation or coping 
with a problem,a consultant is hired to offer an objective 
and impartial viewpoint. 
4. Lack of time. In many cases there are questions 
which management simply never gets around to from lack of 
time. Particularly in smaller businesses where management de-
votes most of its time to attending the most urging matters, 
less pressing problems are often put aside until it becomes 
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vital to deal with them. Outside management help in the~e 
instances is especially valuable as it permits these matters 
to be given attention before it is too late and often at les-
ser expense and effort than if a more serious situation had 
been allowed to develop. 
5. Temporary help. Non-recurring problems,special 
situations are often referred to outsiders rather than han-
dled by the company's own staff. This frequently avoids per-
manent additions to the company's payroll and in the final 
analysis it provides a comparatively inexpensive way of dis-
posing of these problems. 
Limitations of outside assistance 
Obviously,employing management consultants is not 
a cure-all. It is not a substitute for sound management and 
should not be looked upon as a panacea. No matter how compe-
tent and skillful,business consultants do not have occult 
powers and they do not perform miracles. They should not be 
depended upon too much lest the company's executives fail to 
develop their own managerial muscles. Like antibiotics they 
should be used only when necessary lest the corporate body 
lose its own vitality and its capacity for self-correction. 
Another important limitation needs to be empha-
sized. Responsibility for final decisions rests with manage-
ment and should not be transferred to the consultant. His 
work is to analyze,gather the facts,and suggest solutions, 
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not to tell what to do, He is to report on what he saw and 
what looks to him as possible answers but not to take over 
management. Likewise,business executives should not abdicate 
their power of decision or shuck off their responsibilities 
even for disagreeable decisions. 
It may seem trivial to recall that management's 
primary duty and raison d'etre is to manage,but it is essen-
tial that the position of management consulting be clearly 
understood as a service to,and not as a function of,manage-
ment. It is only as such that it can and should arouse the 
interest of public accounting firms. 
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CHAPTER II. THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT AS A MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT 
------------------------------------------------------------
In the last several decades a growing number of 
factors have contributed to making business management an 
ever-more demanding function. The nature,the philosophy,and 
the techniques of management have changed greatly. ousiness 
owners and executives have gradually given up their isola-
tionism. They have relied more and more on the cooperation 
of a diversified staff which has come to comprise an ever-
growing number of experts in a wide variety of fields. 
Concurrently,the practice of referring management 
problems to outside specialists has been increasingly adopted 
by many business firms. 
The outside specialists 
The members of the legal profession have probably 
been the first to act as consultants to business management 
to whom they have provided their specialized knowledge and 
their legal experience in a number of circumstances: drawing 
up of partnership agreements,incorporation of a business,li-
tigations,arbitrations,legal proceedings,etc. 
Later,another group of outsiders - the accountants 
came to be called on increasingly often by business manage-
ment. When the necessity of keeping regular accounting re-
cords as a basis for supporting tax returns and reports to 
outsiders became more imperative,the accounting profession 
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started to play a growing part in devising and supervising 
accounting systems and procedures and in preparing tax re-
turns and management reports, The increasing need for an in-
dependent verification of the business transactions and for 
the expression of an opinion as to the fairness and propri-
ety of financial statements in the interest of stockholders 
and the public in general,has given public accountants the 
recognized status of independent specialists in the business 
community. 
The services of these two professional groups -
legal and accounting are so commonly needed that there is 
hardly a business of any importance which has not used them 
at one time or another. In fact,most business enterprises 
have a regularly appointed lawyer and a designated account-
ant much in the same way as most people have a regular phy-
sic ian. 
A number of other specialists have gradually ap-
peared on the business scene, They offer diversified serv-
ices to management in helping them carry out their duties. 
Many companies which rely on advertising to make their pro-
ducts known to their prospective clientele retain the serv-
ices of advertising agencies, Before introducing a new pro-
duct on the market,they have the opportunity of having a 
market study made by independent firms, They hire time-and-
motion experts before starting the manufacture of new pro-
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ducts. They have their insurance coverage reviewed by insur-
ance specialists. 
Business consultants' widening realm of activity 
The number of these outside advisers who place their 
specialized knowledge and experience at the disposal of busi-
ness management and the diversity of the services they offer 
have been growing tremendously in the later decades,in keeping 
with the increasing complexity of the business world and the 
growing importance of securing the best competitive advantages. 
Their ranks now include specialized consultants in engineering, 
property appraisal,plant layouts,material handling,job evalua-
tion,labor relations,public relations,sy~tems and methods,etc. 
Several business consulting firms offer a wide range 
of advisory services and maintain a regular staff of hundreds 
of specialists in a wide number of fields. Most of these firms 
started as engineering consultants and the engineering field 
has often remained the center around which much of their ac-
tivity revolves. 
Meanwhile,some of these consultants have expanded in-
to other fields and provide assistance of a broader scope and 
nature. The realm of their activity includes general and fi-
nancial studies such as (a) business and economic studies of 
new business ventures to determine their technical and econom-
ical feasibility,(b) appraisal of management policies and busi-
ness objectives,and development of programs for operating a 
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business more efficiently and more profitably,(c) appraisal 
of the effectiveness of present organization structure and 
development of plans for straightening organization and man-
agement,(d) general studies to determine important factors 
and problems affecting operations and earnings*. Several ad-
vertise such services as consultation on general financial 
and accounting problems,comprehensive surveys and installa-
tion of cost accounting systems,inventory controls,prepara-
tion and review of Federal and State tax returns,determination 
of tax liabilities under various types of proposed transac-
tions. 
In fact,these consulting firms have invaded areas 
which are closely connected with the traditional fields of 
activity of the accounting profession. 
Public accountants in the management consulting field 
Throughout the business world public accountants 
- more particularly certified public accountants who have a 
recognized professional status - have come to be widely re-
lied upon to audit financial statements and certify their 
opinion thereof for dissemination to creditors,security hold-
ers and the public in general. They have gained public confi-
dence and approval as independent auditors. Even small busi-
nesses which do not seek equity capital through public issue 
* 14, P• 7 
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of stock and closely held family corporations where the every 
day operations are under the direct and continuous supervision 
of the owners,feel the necessity of having their accounting 
records and their financial statements periodically scruti-
nized by independent auditors qualified to express a competent 
opinion as to the propriety of the accounting principles ap-
plied in recording the transactions and as to the fairness of 
the financial statements. 
To be in a position to arrive at such an opinion 
the auditor has to make a comprehensive analysis of the busi-
ness. He must review its policies,study the procedures fol-
lowed,evaluate the existing internal control and carry out a 
number of tests and verifications with respect to the account-
ing data. During the course of his examination he has almost 
unlimited access to information about the affairs of his 
client and the thoroughness of his work depends largely upon 
how successfully he can identify himself with the business 
under review and understand the philosophy,the objectives, 
and the problems of its management. 
The nature of the auditing function would seem to 
confer upon the auditor a unique opportunity to assist man-
agement with some of its business pro.blems. Yet,most of the 
accounting profession has availed itself very little of this 
opportunity. Many auditors have neglected to volunteer advi-
sory assistance which their clients would have welcomed. Most 
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have failed to regard themselves as business consultants and 
to encourage their clients to come to them with their busi-
ness problems,with the result that in many cases business man-
agement has sought elsewhere for advice which their auditors 
might have given them. 
Not all members of the accounting profession have, 
however,looked indifferently upon the encroachment made by 
other consultants into fields in which they felt qualified to 
help management. Several of the larger public accounting firms 
have gone into management consulting work,some of them in an 
extensive way. They offer consultation on a wide range of busi-
ness problems and undertake engagements of a non-accounting as 
well as an accounting nature. They have specialized personnel 
in general accounting and cost systems,office management pro-
cedures,office and manufacturing layouts,estate planning,wage 
and hour stabilization,materials control,renegotiation,termi-
nation,price control,income planning,reorganization,pension 
and profit sharing plans,organization charts,machine account-
ing ins~allation,electronic data processing,etc. These experts 
are usually accountants but some of them are industrial engi-
neers and other non-accounting specialists. 
These larger firms which have gone into advisory 
work in such an extensive way represent,however,a very small 
minority of the public accounting world. Public accountants 
in general and particularly local practitioners and small or 
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medium-size accounting firms,are not often identified as busi-
ness consultants. 
Yet,many public accountants have undoubtedly done a 
great amount of advisory work for the benefit of their business 
clients but little of this has been called "management serv-
ices". Most consulting work has been done in an unorganized 
and informal way. Advice has been frequently transmitted oral-
ly and has not been properly emphasized. Substantially it has 
been given as a casual and unplanned outgrowth of auditing and 
tax work,e.g. when the auditor had noticed a weakness in the 
internal control setup or an opportunity for tax savings. In 
the large majority of cases advisory work has not been done 
by specialized personnel and has been limited to pointing out 
problems rather than suggesting constructive ways of solving 
them. 
In fact,the emergence of public accountants as busi-
ness consultants has been retarded by a number of factors and 
circumstances which have kept business management away from 
looking upon them as potential business advisers. 
Factors limiting the role of public accountants as consultants 
Before outlining the case against public accountants' 
participation in advisory services it must be mentioned that 
public accounting is a young profession in a state of evolu-
tion,still seeking for answers to a number of fundamental ques-
tions. A few of its top flight members are way ahead leading 
I 
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the march toward new horizons while many merely stroll along 
or even trail far behind. The latter convey unfavorable im-
pressions which reflect on the profession as a whole. 
The descriptions and arguments which are presently 
submitted are not meant to characterize public accounting in 
general. They are rather illustrative of situations that ap-
ply to those practitioners who are so much engrossed in their 
daily routines that they are unmindful of the real opportuni-
ties of serving the business world. 
Like most generalizations not all the situations 
set forth here apply individually to all of those they are 
intended to describe but many will doubtless recognize them-
selves in some particulars of the predicaments dealt with 
hereafter. It is also to be understood that most of the fol-
lowing observations are designed to be more specifically re-
presentative of "medium-size public accounting firms" with 
which this thesis intends to deal more particularly. 
Probably the most important barrier to a greater 
participation of public accountants in the management con-
sulting field is the accountants• failure to take a manage-
ment view of business affairs. The accountants' outlook of 
business situations and their approach to business problems 
differ markedly from management's; their background and ed-
ucation are dissimilar. 
The role and respnnsibility of accountants in the 
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business world are comparatively recent developments and the 
shadow of their counterpart of fifty years ago still darkens 
the image they convey to management. It would probably be an 
exaggeration to suggest that some businessmen still picture 
the accountant as a "wizened individual wearing a green eye-
shade and sleeve garters"* whom they expect to find "perched 
atop a high stool,counting money or meticulously adding long 
columns of figures"**• Yet,some businessmen undoubtedly still 
receive the impression that their auditor is a rather odd per-
son who enjoys writing down figures day after day,an arithme-
tician who sees to it that figures always come out in balanced 
columns. 
It is not rare even now to see management employ au-
ditors without being convinced that they perform services com-
mensurate with the fees he is being charged. Once,several years 
ago,these businessmen thought that it would be appropriate to 
have their accounts looked overiby an outside accountant,or 
they were perhaps led to call one in at the request of their 
banker,their partner,or a supplier. Since then,they have peri-
odically seen the auditor in the office next to theirs,iso-
lated in the mysterious sanctuary of accounting,surrounded by 
books of accounts,cancelled checks and vouchers. Now and then, 
they have answered some of his questions without really under-
* 4, p. !4 
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standing why they were asked. At the auditor's suggestion they 
have agreed to change the accounting treatment of several items 
of expenditure. Regularly the auditor has prepared a score of 
"adjusting entries" to be recorded on the books and he has left 
carrying a briefcase full of working papers covered with figures 
and notes. Then,secluded in his office he has drawn up an au-
diting report which for years has been prepared in the same ster-
eotyped form and sophisticated language. At first,the management 
had made it a point to read the report from beginning to end 
but soon they noticed that it never contained anything impor-
tant which they did not already know and that it presented de-
tailed comments and information which they did not really need. 
Now they hardly give it more than a glance and they place the 
report in a file under key for possible {and improbable) future 
reference. 
From time to time management moans at the amount of 
the bill but they rarely take any action and stay under the 
vague - and false - impression that they are paying what amounts 
to some sort of insurance premium for the assurance that the 
books are properly kept and for the prevention of frauds and 
errors. 
In fact,many auditors are incapable of rendering 
helpful services to their clients because their approach to 
financial facts and figures is too narrow. They are overly 
concerned with rather academic questions of form and presen-
tation,or at least they often convey that impression to man-
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agement. However justified auditors are in spending days 
checking piles of cancelled checks against the entries in 
the cash disbursment book,no matter how right they are in 
insisting on changing the classification of an item of ex-
penditure,management will hardly be convinced that they are 
doing something worthwhile. Many auditors are so much in-
volved in details that most of their clients would not think 
of calling them in on business problems lest it entail long 
hours of Rrotracted work. 
Besides,public accountants are overconcerned with 
the past. Their imagination is encrusted in a psychology of 
book-balancing and historical recording of past results 
while the interest of businessmen is centered on the future. 
For businessmen the past is dead and nothing can be done a-
bout it except profiting by its lessons. It is not how much 
a given product has cost which is important for them but rath-
er how much will be incurred or saved if a given action is 
taken. Recording and analyzing past data is necessary but far 
less important than seeking to influence future results. Too 
often the interest of management starts precisely where that 
of the public accountant ends. 
Frequently too,the auditor speaks a language that 
his client does not know and abides by rigid rules that his 
client does not understand. Public accountants' conservatism, 
their quasi-religious faith in accounting principles,their 
respect for traditional and uniform ways of presenting finan-
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cial data - all indispensable standards when the purpose of 
their work is to express an opinion regarding financial state-
ments in the interest of the public - make it difficult for 
them to adopt broader viewpoints in engagements that do not 
involve auditing, Many resent sacrificing unnecessary accuracy 
for the sake of speediness. Many disfavor giving up customary 
presentations and choosing other forms which would be more 
readily understood, 
The strict independence which public accountants 
are urged to maintain in all matters relating to audit engage-
ments further separates them from management and makes it dif-
ficult for them to understand and support management's points 
of view without restriction in matters in which they are ex-
pected to place the interest of their clients foremost. 
The outlook of many accountants is rather impracti-
cal. They think too much of the figures and too little of what 
the figures represent. They are concerned with the what's and 
where's rather than the how's and why's. They look too much 
at written documents,not enough at the physical objects and 
the people they stand for. They fail too often to sit back 
and reflect on their clients• operations. Why did Company A 
make a profit this year while most of the industry was in the 
red? Why did Company B make a smaller profit than last year? 
What does it take to make money in this field? What operating 
information does the management of Company C receive period-
ically? What information does it really need? Many of these 
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questions and more of a similar nature never cross the minds 
of some auditors. 
Often too they have little time to look critically 
and in a relaxed manner at the statements they have reviewed. 
The pressure for time is such that an assignment is hardly 
finished before another has to be started. During the peaks 
of auditing work a number of assignments are carried out si-
multaneously as many clients close their books at the same 
time of the year. Assistants have to be supervised,their work 
planned and reviewed,directions given to them and later check-
ed to see that they have been properly executed. The client 
often has the impression that his auditor is an over-worked 
man who does him a real favor by giving him a few days of his 
precious time and arranging for the audit and the preparation 
of the report which will reach him just in time for his stock-
holders' meeting. When the "busy season" is over a good part 
of the next fiscal year has gone by and it is often too late 
to start reviewing the statements and bring to light situa-
tions that needed attention. 
Then too,many medium-size public accounting firms 
have serious personnel problems. The accounting profession, 
as a whole,does not seem to obtain a fair share of the better 
brains of the younger generation. Public accounting,in partic-
ular,has to compete with the private accounting field for 
qualified recruits and every year it loses a number of its 
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best trained men to private industry. Medium-size public ac-
counting offices are furthermore in competition with larger 
public accounting firms and in the race for attracting and 
keeping qualified personnel are at a marked disadvantage. 
The opportunities they can offer to high-calibre recruits 
are fewer and their financial means more limited. Some of 
them employ inadequately trained personnel,poorly fitted for 
public accounting work,lacking in professional background and 
education,among whom the turn-over is unusually high. Super-
vising the junior members of the staff and seeing to it that 
they exercise due professional care in the performance of 
their duties create considerable demands on the time and a-
lertness of the firm's better trained men and increase their 
responsibilities sometimes beyond a rea~onable point. 
Even some of their better trained auditors are lit-
tle qualified for rendering management services. The basic 
training of a public accountant does not in itself turn him 
into a business consultant. His professional education is 
normally centered on,and often limited to,subjects directly 
related to the techniques of accounting and auditing,supple-
mented by notions of tax and commercial law and completed by 
a few years' practical experience in auditing and tax work. 
In most states this is still all that is basically needed to 
be granted a license to practice as a certified public ac-
countant. Obviously this narrow background is far from cov-
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ering the subjects with which a qualified business consultant 
should be conversant. In fact,a CPA who fulfills only the min-
imum requirements for admission to the profession has no place 
in the management consulting field. It requires much addition-
al background,skill,and study to be able to look upon manage-
ment problems from a broad economic point of view which encom-
passes their full content of human elements,their manifold 
short and long-term repercussions and which gives due weight 
to their implication of intangible values that are not meas-
urable in dollars and cents. Later in this paper,the necessary 
qualifications for management consulting will be examined and 
it will be made clear that they far exceed the ability of the 
average CPA. 
The foregoing account of the factors which have pre-
vented the accounting profession - and more particularly me-
dium-size public accounting firms - from playing a significant 
role as business advisers,suggests that the main'cause of this 
situation lies in the public accountants• failure to wake up 
to the opportunity and to equip themselves and their firms 
with the necessary qualifications. They have failed to acquire 
the complementary knowledge and skills,to broaden their view-
points,and to accustom themselves to thinking in a practical, 
businesslike way free from narrow concepts and impractical ap-
proaches,and to revise their organizations with a view to 
making the most qualified of their men available for consult-
ing engagements. 
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Their failure to take the necessary steps which 
would place them in a position to render signal services to 
management is all the more regrettable in that their position 
in the business world,the nature of the work they are already 
performing,the sphere in which they operate,and their recog-
nition as a professional group put public accountants in a 
unique position to advise business management. 
Public accountants' titles to management counseling 
Public accountants have many natural advantages 
which place them in a choice position to be called upon by 
management who seeks help. The more important of these ad-
vantages will be examined presently,with special emphasis on 
the position of medium-size public accounting firms in rela-
tion to their manufacturing clients. 
(I) !h~ Eu£lic_a£C£Ugt~n1:_r~a~ilY_ayail~ble_a~vis~r 
In many companies the public accountant is the only 
professional outsider who is periodically in contact with man-
agement. In many small communities he is the only outside help 
management has at its disposal. He is often the person most 
easily reached when a businessman wants an outside opinion re-
garding one of his problems. Besides,he already knows so much 
of his clients' business that the clients do not resent telling 
him more about their troubles and diffLculties. Then too,it is 
not unusual that a degree of intimacy develops between the 
businessman and his public accountant which facilitates com-
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munication and understanding between them and creates a cli-
mate of confidence. 
(2) !c~O£n1iag~ ae£V~ ~eat~r_of ih~ bu~~ae~s 
Because of the significance and role of accounting 
in business,the public accountant's knowledge and experience 
in this field places him in a privileged position to serve as 
a management adviser. Accounting is as old as business itself 
and one of its inseparable functions. The need for adequately 
recording income and expenses and for properly measuring fi-
nancial results has always been present in business and has 
grown considerably in the last few decades. Accounting has 
become an indispensable tool of management and the efficient 
use of this tool is the key to many businessmen's success. It 
is essential to the effective control and profitable opera-
tion of any concern and with the emphasis being increasingly 
placed on scientific management methods,the role of accounting 
as a measuring device for evaluating and comparing the antici-
pated effect on the profit of several courses of action being 
contemplated,has been enhanced. Accounting has truly become 
the nerve center of business enterprise. 
The public accountant's knowledge of accounting 
techniques,his familiarity with income and expense recording, 
and his ability to visualize the repercussions of management 
decisions in terws of profit and loss,place him in a choice 
position among business advisers. 
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Most business decisions affect the potential profit 
of the company and have an effect on its assets and liabilities. 
This,in turn,influences the amount of taxes that will be owed. 
Now,taxes - Federal,State,and City - represent such an impor-
tant portion of the cost of doing business that it is essential 
to determine as accurately as possible the tax consequences of 
possible courses of action. The analysis of a business problem 
is incomplete and the conclusions drawn from the analysis may 
be entirely erroneous and misleading if the tax aspects are 
ignored. The public accountant's tax knowledge reinforces his 
position still further as business adviser. 
(4) ~rio~ ~2wleQg~ £f_tge_cli~n!'A £uAigeAS 
When confronted with an unusual problem,the manage-
ment of a company may contemplate consulting an outsider but 
often dismisses the idea on the ground that it would entail 
acquainting the adviser with the business,its objectives,its 
organization,and supplying him with background information re-
garding past performances. All this requires time which man-
agement - particularly in smaller businesses - may not be able 
to spare and it may increase the consultant's fee beyond the 
limit of money that management is prepared to spend for se-
curing the outside advice. 
This situation is less likely to occur when manage-
ment contemplates referring a problem to the public accountant 
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who is already familiar with many particulars of the business. 
Through his regular audit work he has already become acquainted 
with the client's operations. He has reviewed the internal set-
up periodically. His contacts with the client's personnel have 
given him the opportunity to evaluate their abilities and no-
tice their weaknesses. He has in his files information relative 
to the company's past performances. uften,only a minimum amount 
of background information has to be given th.e public accountant 
before he can intelligently tackle the specific problem re-
ferred to him. 
(5) ~r~a£th Qf_kao~l~dge_aBd_e~~rieBc~ 
As much as any other group of business consultants 
public accountants have the opportunity to acquire a varied 
experience of business affairs. Most public accounting firms 
serve a variety of businesses and medium-size accounting of-
fices have a mixed clientele ranging from home workshop in-
dustries to branches of nationally recognized corporations. 
Day after day their members are involved in business situa-
tions and if they have an attentive and curious mind and the 
least interest in what they observe,they are bound to accu-
mulate an extensive pool of knowledge regarding the way in 
which businesses are operated. Furthermore the periodical 
nature of audit engagements gives them a rare opportunity 
of learning about the results - good or bad - achieved through 
the course of action chosen in a specific circumstance,while 
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other groups of consultants may never hear about the outcome 
of business decisions even when they have cooperated in reach-
ing them. 
(6) ~r£f~s~i£n~l_s!a!u~ ~n~ ~i~ciPli~e 
Unlike most other business consultants,the certified 
public accountant is a member of a profession that has achieved 
public recognition and gained public confidence. When he under-
takes to render management services,he is subject to all the 
rules of professional conduct governing his varied activities. 
Conversely,most other so-called management consult-
ants do not have to satisfy recognized standards of training. 
No licensing is req_uired before they can practice as consult-
ants. The great majority of them do not belong to profession-
al societies which maintain ethical standards and have the 
means to enforce them by disbarment. So far as is known the 
only professional association in the United States composed 
exclusively of management consultants is the Association of 
Consulting Management Engineers which maintains its headquar-
ters at 347 Madison Avenue,New Iork. It endeavors to raise 
the level of advisory practice and has adopted a code of eth-
ics. It requires of its members a record of professional suc-
cess of five years or longer,a reputation for adherence to 
ethical standards,and professional competence demonstrated 
by the training and experience of principals and staff*. How-
* 5, p. IO 
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ever,its membership,restricted to firms having a reasonably 
broad practice,counts only forty-one* firms among the larger 
organizations specialized in advisory services. 
Although some of these prominent firms offer their 
services to smaller businesses,most of their activity is de-
voted to larger business organizations. More narrowly spe-
cialized consulting firms and the numerous other management 
consultants,with which a medium-size public accounting firm 
is more likely to compete in offering advisory services to 
its clients,do not have the prestige and professional status 
of the members of the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants. 
The factors and advantages which have just been 
reviewed place public accountants in an outstanding position 
for advising business management and it is regrettable that, 
in spite of this,they have not achieved a recognized status 
as business consultants. It is,however,not too late and those 
who are willing to equip themselves and grasp the opportunity 
which is offered will find management consulting a wide field 
of challenging and rewarding activity. 
* 12 
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CHAPTER III. MANAGEMENT SERVICES BY PUBLIC .A.CCUUNT.A.NTS. 
------------------------------------------------------
The paramount importance of profit in the operation 
of a business enterprise is evident: in a capitalistic society 
profit is the prime objective of business activity,the yard-
stick of business performance,and the major incentive to priv-
ate initiative. 
Management is,and should be,profit-minded. It is 
therefore vital for businessmen to measure adequately the pro-
fits realized as soon as possible after they are obtained. 
Equally as important is to forecast the effect on future pro-
fits of decisions being made or contemplated. 
It is indispensable for businessmen to know ~ the 
profits were obtained. How much did the sales amount to? How 
much was spent to produce or acquire the goods sold and how 
much was thus left as gross profit? By how much was this de-
creased for operating expenses? What part of the net profit 
was paid out as taxes? etc. Management must also know where 
the profits were obtained. How much did we make in Department 
A? How profitable was Product B? How did the cost of distrib-
uting Product C affect its profitability? etc. All these ques-
tions and a score of others need to be answered carefully in 
order to place management in a position to influence future 
profits by properly selecting the courses of action that are 
apt to yield the greatest financial rewards. 
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This implies the correct determination,classifica-
tion,understanding,and interpretation of accounting data. In-
deed,it has been stated,not without reason,that accounting is 
one of the most important of management skills. But because 
its techniques are intricate and exacting it is also one of 
the least understood and most often misused. All this suggests 
that public accountants who have made it their specialty to 
deal with accounting techniques and who have been trained to 
handle accounting data should find endless possibilities to 
help management through the competent use of their accounting 
knowledge. 
It is not my intention to enumerate and review all 
the areas in which opportunities lie for public accountants 
to render services to business management,nor to list the 
types of services they are able to handle. Several attempts 
have been made to illustrate these services and the accounting 
literature of the past several years contain numerous refer-
ences to the matter. However,two tentative listings of con-
sulting services which may be offered by public accountants 
deserve a special mention here. 
One is the pamphlet entitled "A Classification of 
Management Services by CPAs*" to which allusion has been made 
in the introduction to this paper. This classification was 
* 8 
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prepared by the American Institute of Accountants• special 
committee created to examine the problems related to the per-
formance of management services by CPAs. The pamphlet,made 
available to the members of the Institute in September,I956, 
devotes seven of its fourteen pages to listing management 
services under ten major areas of business management: 
I. General Management and Administration 
2. Finance 
3. Production 
4. Sales 
5. Office Management 
6. Purchasing 
7. Traffic and Transportation 
8. Personnel 
9. ~search and Development 
IO. Other Professional Services. 
In view of the diffusion the pamphlet has received it is not 
reproduced here. 
Another list of management services by CPAs has been 
made available to the participants of the Fourth Biennal New 
England Graduate Accounting Study Conference held at Colby 
College,Waterville,Maine in September,I955. The list was used 
in connection with a lecture delivered by Harold A. Mock,CPA. 
The foreword to the list states that it is 
"intended to cover the more unusual services which 
the CPA is prepared to handle or is at times called 
upon to perform. It therefore does not include sev-
eral of the traditional and commonly recognized serv-
ices of the public accountant such as auditing,the 
preparation of income,gift,and estate tax returns, 
the handling of other tax matters,bookkeeping serv-
ice,the preparation of unaudited financial state-
ments,advice on matters of accounting procedure,and 
the preparation of reports to credit agencies,etc." 
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In spite of the exclusions stated in this foreword and al-
though "it does not attempt to cover problems related to spe-
cific industries" and "does not pretend to exhaust the possi-
bilities",this list is substantially more comprehensive than 
most of those which have appeared in the current professional 
literature, In view of the limited circulation that the list 
has had,it is reproduced for reference in the Appendix to 
this paper, 
The content of the two lists that have just been 
mentioned brings to light the great variety of services which 
the accounting profession may render to businessmen and the 
many divergent areas of business management that these serv-
ices may embrace, Even if these two lists do not exhaust the 
possibilities that exist for public accountants in the field 
of advisory assistance to management,they constitute useful 
checklists for those who contemplate entering the field and 
want to determine the services they are best competent to 
handle, 
Chapter V will deal more fully with the selection 
of the types of services to offer. Meanwhile,the balance of 
the present chapter will exemplify some of the services a 
medium-size public accounting firm may be able to render to 
its small and medium-size manufacturing clients. Three exam-
ples of such management services will be dealt with and two 
case histories expounded, 
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Examples of management services 
The following areas of management assistance by 
public accountants will be reviewed: 
I. Helping a new business get started 
2. budgeting 
3. "Public controllership". 
Everyday throughout the nation new businesses 
spring up. With high hopes new people start their "own busi-
ness". For many it is the chance they have long been looking 
for. For all,it means new opportunities,freedom to use one's 
own ideas,to be one's own boss. The advantages and pleasures 
of operating a business of their own enthrall them. It fills 
them with a sense of independence. It brings them a sensation 
of pride and an anticipated feeling of satisfaction at seeing 
the business build up gradually. 
They have obtained knowledge of the business through 
actual experience in it. They feel otherwise qualified and 
have acquired sufficient training. They have the necessary fi-
nancial backing or at least they feel they do. Nothing can 
possibly go wrong. Possible dangers and pitfalls have been in-
vestigated but none has been deemed serious enough to imperil 
the venture. The thought that thrill and excitement may have 
dimmed some of the threatening reefs that lay ahead,has been 
dismissed. And they have embarked on the adventure. 
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The idea alone that overoptimism and overconfidence 
may be present makes it advisable to seek outside assistance 
to review the facts on which the decision to start the new 
business was based. 
Unless he is the narrow-minded or obtuse type,the 
public accountant is often able to provide valuable help in 
this respect. He has seen many businesses get started and has 
had the opportunity to watch their first steps. He knows the 
pitfalls that threaten young businesses. He has seen how suc-
cessfully the dangers have been averted in some cases and how 
weaknesses have been allowed to develop into hopeless situa-
tions in others. 
He can help figure out the amount of starting cap-
ital needed under the circumstances contemplated and for sev-
eral variations of these circumstances. His habit of dealing 
with business data may suggest to him that some expenses have 
been overlooked or grossly underestimated. His impartial ap-
proach to the problem should happily counterbalance the ex-
cessive optimism to which the new businessman is naturally 
prone. 
The public accountant can determine for his client 
the level of activity necessary to cover all expenses and 
charges - fixed and variable - under various operating hypo-
theses,compute the capital needed in each case,as well as the 
anticipated return on investment. He can thus assist the new 
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businessman in determining the best possible operating condi-
tions to reach for in keeping with the financial resources 
available. If the capital required should exceed what the 
businessman can afford to invest,the public accountant may 
help him find other sources of financing and if several are 
available he will point out their relative merits and disad-
vantages and assist in comparing their respective cost. 
The public accountant will furthermore investigate 
how the capital will be managed. How much of it will be in-
vested in fixed assets? How much inventory will be needed? 
How much accounts receivable will the company have to carry? 
Who should get credit and how much? How much should the owner 
draw as salary? If the volume of business should grow after 
a few months wouldn't the lack of working capital prevent op-
erating beyond a certain level? The public accountant will 
make the new businessman think of all these points and define 
clear-cut policies with respect to a score of management func-
tions. He will make his client anticipate future problems and 
prepare for their solution,and keep him from being confronted 
with unexpected situations that might have been anticipated 
and prevented. 
The accountant will devise a system of record-keep-
ing that gives periodical information as to income and expenses, 
cost of producing and distributing,financial results by line 
of products,etc. which the businessman needs for measuring 
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and reviewing past performances critically and planning ef-
ficiently for the future. 
By sharing with the public accountant,at the very 
outset of the venture,the problems,objectives,and expecta-
tions of his undertaking,the new businessman will place the 
public accountant in the best p~ssible position to act as a 
valuable adviser in later years,much in the same way as a 
family doctor who has helped the children go through the dis-
eases of their infancy and childhood,gets to know their health 
history so well that his later diagnoses are greatly facili-
tated and the efficiency of his services considerably in-
creased. 
For some reason,budgets are most often associated 
in the business world with large companies with multi-1:1illion 
dollar plants,a large labor force,nation-wide sales and a com-
plicated internal organization. On the whole,the management 
of smaller businesses has shown little interest in budgeting, 
probably for the following two main reasons: 
(a) failure to understand budgeting,to realize that simple 
budgets may be tailor-made to fit the needs of their busi.-
nesses,and to visualize the tangible advantages that can 
be derived from using budgets, 
(b) lack of the self-discipline needed to define objectives 
and policies,and to "think ahead". 
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Budgeting has different meanings for different 
people, For some,it is a complicated system for guessing 
the volume of sales that can be expected. For others,it is 
an estimated cash flow or a projected financial statement. 
For people more familiar with the notion of budgeting,it is 
a complete financial plan together with a controlling device 
to help in bringing the plan into realization. 
The financial objective of budgeting makes it a 
natural field of management service for public accountants. 
In view of the apathy of small business regarding the use of 
budgets,public accountants have a rare opportunity to play 
an outstanding role in educating many of their smaller clients 
in the merits of budgeting, This,however,will be a long and 
slow educational task requiring salesmanship,persuasion,en-
thusiasm and psychology,as well as a practical,down-to-earth 
approach. It will not suffice that the public accountant con-
vince his clients somewhat academically of the necessity of 
planning before acting. He must be prepared to demonstrate 
clearly the tangible benefits that may be derived from budget-
ing. He must be able to show concretely how budgets will help 
run the business more efficiently by providing a highly versa-
tile managerial tool that affords: 
(a) a thorough analysis of past operations bringing to light 
the trend of sales,costs,and expenses 
(b) a measure to compare actual performance and expectations 
lc) a nucleus around which all activity can be co-ordinated 
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(d) a guide for the most effective use of the resources in 
men,money,materials,and machinery,at the lowest cost to 
the business 
(e) a means of fixing lines of responsibility among the per-
sonnel 
(f) a way of reducing losses by carefully considering the ex-
penditures as to their purpose and effects before they 
are being incurred 
lg) a check against too much capital being tied up in some 
assets while it could be used more efficiently to other 
ends 
lh) a means of recognizing weaknesses before they grow and 
an opportunity to overcome them before they develop into 
serious perils. 
In devising budgets for small businesses the public 
accountant can best help by proceeding slowly,step by step. 
At the beginning,only simple budgets should be undertaken 
lest the time and effort they require exceed what the business 
can reasonably afford to spend on budgeting. At first,budgets 
do not need to be refined: even rough approximations are bet-
ter than nothing and are valuable criteria in making decisions. 
The budgets should always be prepared in collabora-
tion with the people responsible for carrying out the various 
functions that the budget concerns. This forces them to think 
about future operations and accustoms them to do advance plan-
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ning. fhe public accountant should not be overly concerned 
by the executives' tendency to provide for wide margins of 
safety in the budget figures; he should not prevent them 
from estimating the expenses liberally and stating the anti-
cipated income conservatively. In the following years,these 
imperfections will correct themselves in the light of the ac-
tual performances. The main objective is to attain full ac-
ceptance by the management and by the company staff of the 
potential uses of the budget. This will be obtained only gra-
dually and precludes reaching for perfection immediately. Re-
finements should be introduced later and little by little. At 
the outset,the budgets need not conform to any conventional 
style. On the contrary,they should be especially adapted to 
the types of records kept,the qualifications and limitations 
of the accounting personnel,and the personality of management. 
The introduction of budgeting in a small manufac-
turing firm could be approached as follows. The heart of the 
budget is normally a projected statement of income and expenses 
and the first step is to prepare a sales forecast in collabo-
ration with the person responsible for the sales function,. A 
typical reaction to be expected from him is that "in this kind 
of business it is impossible to forecast the amount of sales 
that can be obtained in any future periods." It may not be easy 
to convince him of the contrary. Iet,it is rare that by refer-
ence to the sales figures for several recent periods a pattern 
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can not be found and a trend noticed. Extrapolation of the 
tendencies recognized should in most cases provide for dis-
cussion with the management with a view to arriving at a mu-
tually agreed upon estimate of the sales for the period cov-
ered by the budget. If no such agreement is reached it may be 
necessary to prepare several operating budgets predicated on 
two or three different levels of sales. 
The next step is the determination of the fixed ex-
penses. A review of the operating statements for several pre-
vious periods permits the experienced accountant to isolate 
and measure the expenses that do not vary in proportion to the 
sales. These figures are then amended by discussion with man-
agement to reflect the changes contemplated in the operating 
conditions. 'l'his part of the operating budget often proves to 
be the easiest to determine because the level of the fixed ex-
penses usually has little bearing on the specific responsibi-
ties of any one executive so that the estimation of these ex-
penses is less capable of being distorted by bias and preju-
dice. On the other hand,it is an important part of the oper-
ating budget because the fixed expenses are incurred even if 
the business should operate at a fraction only of its normal 
capacity. 
A further problem is to evaluate the variable ex-
penses that will be incurred to operate at the level or lev-
els of activity anticipated for the period under review. This 
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also requires an analysis of the operating statements for 
the several previous years in order to bring to light the 
nature and degree of relationship between the sales and the 
expenses that vary according to the volume of sales. The re-
sult of this analysis is a good starting point for establish-
ing the variable expense budget in collaboration with the 
management team. 
Once the income,fixed expense,and variable expense 
budgets are formulated,they are combined into a projected 
operating statement that reveals the net profit anticipated 
for the level or levels of operating activity contemplated. 
Such valuable data as the percentage of net profit on sales 
and the net return on investment can then be computed. If 
they are not deemed to be satisfactory,the budgeted figures 
will have to be reviewed. The sales forecast should then be 
reconsidered and a study made to determine if and how sales 
can be increased. The expense budgets should be scrutinized 
with a view to eliminating non-indispensable items and reduc-
ing the estimates wherever feasible. This revision may at 
times bring to light the necessity for drastic changes before 
an acceptable budget can be arrived at to serve as a goal to-
ward which the co-ordinated efforts of the entire company 
staff will be directed. 
The operating budget usually extends over a period 
of one year but its usefulness is greater when it is further 
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broken down to cover shorter periods,for instance quarters. 
In businesses where the distribution of the sales throughout 
the year is not normally affected by seasonal variations,this 
may be done simply by dividing the budget into four equal 
parts. In other cases,the public accountant should review the 
sales figures for the preceeding several years and compute 
seasonal indexes on the basis of which the sales and the var-
iable expenses budgeted can be allocated to each quarter of 
the year. If it is deemed advisable,the operating buuget can 
also be broken down by lines or categories of products so as 
to broaden its significance and usefulness. 
A flow-of-cash budget may easily be obtained as a 
by-product of the operating budget. It shows the periods dur-
ing which portions of the cash balance are expected not to be 
needed and are thus available for eventual short-term invest-
ing,and periods during -,;hich the cash balance may fall short 
of the amount needed and may have to be supplemented by short-
term borrowing. It helps planning for the best possible use 
of the cash available and for appropriate timing of the cash 
disbursments. 
The preparation of budgets as simple as those which 
have been described should prove invaluable to most small and 
medium-size businesses and yield returns far greater than the 
expense involved. Beside providing the key people with an op-
portunity to work as a team for the elaboration of the budgets 
and compelling them to "think ahead",it helps define their 
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share of responsibility in the attainment of the objectives 
stated. The budgets also serve as a yardstick for measuring 
actual performance and pointing out major deviations,thus per-
mitting "management by exception." 
To medium-size public accounting firms that succeed 
in arousing their clients' interest in budgeting and that are 
capable of educating them in the art of using budgets as a 
management tool,the field of budgeting offers real opportu-
nities for constructive and tangible management services. 
~P~bli£ £Ogt£Oll~r~hip~ 
The expression "public controllership" has appeared 
several times in the accounting literature of the last few 
years. The type of service it suggests deserves being men-
tioned here as an example of advisory work that medium-size 
public accounting firms may offer advantageously to their 
manufacturing clients. 
In the organizational structure of most business 
enterprises of a certain size,a management function is to be 
found which is habitually referred to as controllership. The 
controller - sometimes called more modestly chief accounting 
officer - is responsible for assisting management in policy-
making,in controlling the operations and in taldng the neces-
sary measures for protecting the assets of the business. While 
the chief executive is the commander of the ship,the control-
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ler is the navigator,the one who keeps the charts and informs 
the commander as to where the ship is,what route it has fol-
lowed,what speed it is making. He reports on the resistance en-
countered,the variations from the course,the shallows and reefs 
to avoid,and he suggests the route to follow in order to reach 
the destination safely. 
This function of guidance,control,and protection is 
vital to any business organization whatever its size and none 
could operate efficiently without a minimum of it. Yet,for ob-
vious financial reasons,many small businesses cannot afford to 
hire the specialized personnel necessary to carry out the tasks 
that the function implies. Besides,in many cases,these tasks 
would not require the attention of a full-time controller. To 
these businesses the pubUb accountant has an opportunity to 
offer the service of "part-time controllership". 
This could be achieved,for instance,by organizing 
the accounting firm in such a way that one or more of its es-
pecially qualified and specifically trained men act as "roving 
controllers" visiting several clients periodically and pro-
viding them with the services of part-time controllers. 
The nature and scope of the services that can thus 
be offered to management are varied and numerous. They would 
normally include the following type of assistance: 
(a) devising and supervising an adequate system of books and 
records designed to provide for the preparation of period-
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ical operating statements 
(b) preparing standard journal entries to facilitate the com-
pilation of these operating statements by the regular ac-
counting staff of the client' 
(c) organizing a system of perpetual inventory that permits 
easy determination of the inventory figures for interim 
statement purposes,affords a means of checking the period-
ical physical inventories,prevents pilfering,and readily 
supplies information concerning the turn-over of specific 
items 
ld) organizing simple budgets and educating management and 
staff to use them efficiently 
(e) organizing and supervising simple cost accounting proce-
dures 
lf) helping define sales policies,determine the most profit-
able "product mix",develop adequate bases for computing 
salesmen's commissions,etc. 
(g) reviewing credit policies,investigating deviations from 
established terms of sales,and checking measures taken 
with a view to collecting overdue balances 
(h) advising as to the tax consequences of contemplated 
transactions~ 
Case histories 
The three examples that have just been cited are 
only a few cases of management services that can be offered 
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by public accounting firms to their clients. In order to il-
lustrate more vividly the benefits a manufacturing firm can 
derive from using the consulting services of public account-
ants two case histories will be described briefly. 
The first case concerns a screw machine products 
company whose management was so much engrossed in the day-to-
day problems of the business that it had failed to recognize 
a situation that was exerting an unfavorable influence on the 
profits. The public accountant,called in to investigate,brought 
the situation to light and helped remedy it. The second case 
concerns a small foundry that was losing money. The owner con-
sulted a public accountant who,after examining summarily the 
problem at hand,devised simple cost records and procedures 
from which a study was made of the profitability of the var-
ious types of business handled. The study revealed that the 
type of work done for one of the customers was so unprofitable 
that the loss incurred on this portion of the business more 
than offset the profits obtained from the rest of the activ-
ity. Eventually,a solution was found to eliminate the unpro-
fitable orders and increase the overall financial results. 
These two cases are based on true situations I have 
encountered in the course of my public accounting career. On-
ly the names of the two existing companies and a few other 
details have been withheld. 
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~a~e_#!._Tge_C~r!i~l~ Ma£hin~d_PEo~U£t~ ~~£r~tion 
The company was incorporated several decades ago 
and had been operating at a profit almost every year ever 
since. Its business consisted of large runs of small-size 
screw machine products,mainly component parts for the auto-
mobile,instrument,and controlling device industries. Although 
the field was highly competitive,especially since World War 
II,the company had succeeded in increasing its share of the 
business and the number of its repeat orders had been grow-
ing steadily. 
Bids were being prepared very carefully and were 
given a great deal of attention by the president himself. 
Whenever an estimate was made priDr to bidding for a part not 
manufactured previously,the president used to review the com-
putations step by step and ascertain that the price had been 
properly determined,before he approved the price to be bidden. 
The cost of materials was figured by taking into 
consideration the final weight of the parts,the anticipated 
waste of material,and the current market price for the steel, 
brass,or bronze bars that were to be used. A careful study of 
the operations to be performed was made. The number of parts 
that could be machined per hour was carefully estimated for 
each of the operations involved. Predetermined standard ma-
chine costs per hour were being used to price the machining 
costs. A provision for the cost of dies,tools,jigs,etc. was 
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included and an adequate percentage was added to cover the 
selling and general expenses based on a conservative esti-
mate of the total volume of sales. A predetermined margin of 
profit was added to the total. 
Whenever an order was obtained and production com-
pleted the actual cost of materials and the actual machining 
time for each operation was compared with the estimates. These 
comparisons usually revealed that the estimates had been con-
servative and that,on the whole,the prices quoted were on the 
safe side. When major discrepancies appeared - which was the 
exception - proper annotations were made so that future bids 
for the same item could be more adequate. 
Yet,the Carlisle Corporation's annual financial 
statements almost invariably failed to show a percentage of 
profit in line with the margin of profit which was being pro-
vided for in the prices bidden. For several years,the manage-
ment had been at a loss finding a satisfactory explanation 
for this discrepancy. As a last resort,they decided to have 
an outsider review the procedures followed for preparing the 
estimates and comparing them with the actual costs incurred. 
The public accountant who had audited the books of 
the company for several years was called in to examine the 
problem after it became apparent to management that his prior 
knowledge of the company's operations and records would en-
able him to carry out the assignment in the best possible con-
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ditions of time and expenses. Shortly after being briefed on 
the objectives of the engagement the accountant started his 
examination. He selected five orders recently completed and 
thoroughly reviewed for each of them the procedure followed 
to arrive at the price quoted. Por each of the orders he then 
compared the estimated cost of materials and of machining time 
as against the actual performance. He satisfied himself by re-
ference to the actual labor,manufacturing,selling,and general 
expenses of a recent period that the standard machine costs per 
hour and the percentages of selling and general expenses used 
in the estimates were realistic. Before long he noticed that no 
comparison was being made between the estimated and actual cost 
of tools and dies. 
The company had had its own tool room for several 
years. The tool room had been organized after it had become ap-
parent that the company could save an appreciable amount of mon-
ey by making its own tools. An expert tool-maker,a friend of the 
factory superintendent,had been hired. He had successfully cul-
tivated management's belief that making the tools needed was 
necessarily less costly than buying them,and he had shortly 
found himself in charge of a tool-making department that had 
grown to include several other tool-makers and that was being 
operated somewhat as a sanctuary. Meanwhile,tool costs were 
being included in the estimates at their estimated current mar-
ket price which was assumed to be higher than the actual cost 
incurred in making them. 
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The public accountant decided to investigate fur-
ther the cost of operating the tool room. From the accounting 
records he isolated the labor and overhead costs applicable 
to the tool room and eventually he proved that these were 
greatly in excess of the amounts provided for in the esti-
mates. A further examination revealed that the cost of steel 
used for tool making was abnormally high because of the rela-
tively small quantities needed. It disclosed a defective stor-
age system and revealed that oftentimes it was impossible to 
locate tools previ~sly made when they were further needed for 
a repeat order. Often in these cases new tools and dies were 
being made while no further tool allowances were being included 
in the estimates under the assumption that tools and dies were 
going to be used that had already been paid for by a prev1ous 
order. 
The accountant's findings led management to request 
that he make recommendations intended to establish cGntrol over 
the cost of operating the tool-making department. A job-order 
system was inaugurated in the tool-room,together with simple 
records for allocating the cost of materials used and for keep-
ing track of labor costs. An analysis of overhead costs was 
made with a view to arriving at a standard overhead rate per 
hour of direct labor. Weanwhile,adequate facilities were pro-
vided for the storage ~f tools amd dies and an appropriate 
classification system was devised. 
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Prior to bidding for a specific part,a careful es-
timate was then made of the cost of making the tools needed. 
This was in turn compared to the estimated cost of buying the 
tools. In several cases,estimates were requested from a local 
tool-making company. (In some instances,orders were eventually 
placed with them.) After an order was received by the Carlisle 
Corporation and the tools made,the actual tooling cost was com-
pared with the estimate. 
Before long,it was proved that the tool room could 
be operated with fewer people and two tool room employees 
were transferred to the production department. 
The savings in tool costs for the fiscal year fol-
lowing that in which the reported changes were introduced,were 
estimated at ~ 9,400 and the discrepancy between budgeted and 
actual profits had been largely eliminated. The public account-
ant's work in connection with the survey had taken about two 
weeks and the fee charged $ 1,050 lless than I2% of the fol-
lowing year's savings). 
~a~e_#~._Tge_A~m~ ~o~nsr~ ~OffiP~n~,!n~. 
The Acme Foundry Company was a small foundry oper-
ated by its main stockholder. It had been in existence for over 
twenty years. Except for the period immediately following World 
War II and during the Korean War boom it had never shown more 
than a meager profit although the owner drew only a very mod-
erate salary. 
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Prom !953 to 1956 the rate of activity had been 
very low and there had been periods during which the furnace 
was not fired more than two or three times a month. During the 
year 1956 the foundry's owner was approached by a machinery 
manufacturer who had recently moved into the neighborhood and 
was looking for a supplier for a wide variety of castings. Al-
though the Acme Foundry did not quote the lowest price of the 
three foundries contacted at the time,it was given preference 
because it had the advantage of proximity and because it agreed 
to give priority,whenever requested,to the work to be done for 
the machinery company. 
In the succeeding two years,the foundry did an in-
creasing amount of business with the machinery company and in 
1957 and 1958 that part of its activity had grown to about 7Qro 
of its total sales. Meanwhile,the labor force had grown to com-
prise,beside the owner himself,six or seven full-time workers 
(molders,furnace operators,pourers) assisted by several part-
time workers called in whenever additional help was needed to 
handle the parts and the patterns,to prepare and bake the cores, 
shake the castings from the molds,remove adhering sand and clean 
the parts. The foundry then normally "poured" twice a week. Yet, 
despite the increase in the volume of business handled,the found-
ry had not shown a profit either in 1957 or in 1958 and its 
owner had not even been able to raise his salary to a reason-
able amount. 
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In I958,the owner tried to obtain a price increase 
from the machinery company but he was told that his figures 
were already higher than his competitors' and he had to give 
up seeking an increase for fear of losing the business. Be-
sides,the purchasing agent of the machinery company was con-
vinced that the price paid for the castings should enable the 
foundry to make a fair profit. He suggested to the owner that 
' 
he should have his books reviewed and he gave him the name of 
the machinery company's auditor. 
This auditor was eventually called in and he pro-
ceeded to observe the foundry operations and to make an exam-
ination of its operating expenses. He readily noticed that a 
simple method of allocating labor costs - which represented 
approximately 5~fo of the operating expenses - would permit the 
measuring of the relative profitability of the various segments 
of the foundry's business. As the nature of the work done for 
the various customers stayed fairly constant over the year as 
to size and complexity of the castings made,he decided to make 
a simple test of profitability by customer rather than by order 
or by group of parts of similar size or complexity. 
He devised a simple system for recording the time 
spent by the labor force with respect to the work done for 
each customer. He explained the system thoroughly to the found-
ry's owner who was to keep the records and he suggested that 
he would return after two months when enough data would have 
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been gathered to serve as a basis for a profitability analysis. 
Meanwhile,in order to permit an allocation of the cost of 
materials used,each "firing" of the furnace would be numbered 
and the correspondipg number recorded on the copies of the 
invoices relative to the parts poured from each firing. Re-
jects would be weighed and a listing of the weights kept,by 
customer,for each firing. 
Two months later,the accountant returned and pre-
pared a statement showing the relative profitability of the 
business done for each customer during the two months elapsed. 
This statement is summarized as follows: 
Customers 
Machinery 
company 
Customer A 
Other cus-
tomers 
Sales 
$ 
10,500 
2,600 
2,400 
------
15,500 
------
cf, of 
total 
business 
67.7 
!6.8 
15.5 
-----
roo.o 
-----
Operating 
expenses{f 
$ 
9,000 
3,720 
2,280 
------
15,000 
------
Profit 
before 
taxes 
1,500 
(1,.120)## 
.120 
-----
500 
'fo of 
profit 
on sales 
!4.3 
(43.!)## 
5.0 
3.2 
~his analysis brought to light several points of 
interest: 
(a) The business done for the machinery company was very pro-
fitable. Profits before taxes represented .14.3:~~> of sales 
# including a salary of $ IOO a week drawn by the owner 
## loss 
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as against an average of 8.26% for the most profitable 
27 firms out of 107 foundries analyzed in a study pub-
lished by Dun & Bradstreet,Inc. for the year !957. 
(b) The business done for the customers grouped under the 
heading "Other customers" in the summary given above 
was also fairly profitable. Profits before taxes repre-
sented ,5% of sales as against a national median of 5.36% 
according to the abovementioned Dun & Bradstreet study. 
The analysis further revealed that for none of these cus-
tomers did the price billed fail to cover at least the 
out-of-pocket expenses applicable to the work done for 
each of them. 
{c) The business done for customer "A" was very unprofitable. 
The price billed to him did not even cover the out-of-
pocket expenses applicable to this segment of the business. 
In fact,the loss realized on this part of the foundry's 
activity was responsible for the poor overall results ob-
tained during the period. 
By discussing with the owner,the accountant learned 
that company "A" was an old customer of the foundry and that 
its manager was an old personal friend of the foundry's owner. 
The price billed to company "A" had been established long be-
fore and had not been revised ever since. The owner of the 
foundry had never given his serious attention to this on the 
ground that the price per pound charged to customer "A" was 
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about the same as that billed to the machinery company and in 
view of the relatively small proportion of the business that 
the work done for company "A" represented, Although he realized 
that the same price per pound would not yield the same profit 
from both customers,the foundry manager had failed to realize 
the wide difference of profitability resulting from the fact 
that the bulk of. his business for the machinery manufacturer 
was made up of relatively bulky castings while most of the work 
done for customer "A" consisted of small-size castings,some of 
which weighed less than one pound, 
The accountant suggested that the selling price per 
pound to company "A" needed to be increased by about 25% to 
simply cover the out-of-pocket expenses and after further dis-
cussion it was decided that: 
(a) an increase in the price per pound would be sought imme-
diately from customer "A" on the following basis: 
35% on castings weighing less than one pound 
25% on castings weighing from one to four pounds 
IO% on castings weighing over four pounds; 
(b) should company "A" not agree to these price increases, 
the amount of work done for it would be progressively 
reduced and eventually completely discontinued; 
lc) more business would be sought from the "other customers" 
principally from those who showed the best record of pro-
fitability according to the accountant's analysis. 
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I.t was further decided that the time-keeping re-
cords would be continued,as would the method devised for re-
lating each part cast to the "firing" from which it is drawn 
and the listing of rejects by customer. It was agreed that 
periodically - in fact,twice a year - the accountant would be 
called in to make a similar profitability analysis. Meanwhile, 
the owner of the foundry asked the accountant to accompany him 
in his visit to company "A" in order to support his request 
for price increases by explaining to its manager the results 
of the profitability analysis made at the foundry. 
Eventually,company "A" agreed to a reasonable price 
increase for some of the castings. They had a review made of 
the cost of materials and machining relative to a number of 
small-weight parts which led to the replacement of some of 
them by forgings and to the redesign of some others. It is 
worth mentioning that the accountant introduced by the found-
ry's owner was asked to cooperate in the review of company "A"'s 
operating costs. 
As for the foundry,as a consequence of the changes 
made in dealing with company "A",it lost a fraction of its 
business but the elimination of unprofitable orders brought 
about an improvement in its overall financial results. 
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CHAPTER IV. MANAGEMENT CONSULTING WORK: ITS PITFALLS AND REWARDS 
----------------------------------------------------------------
It has been shown in a previous chapter that in 
spite of the limited part taken thus far by public account-
ants in the field of management services,there is a definite 
opportunity for them to play a distinguished role in this do-
main. It has been emphasized that those who are willing to 
broaden their outlook and to acquire the knowledge and the 
qualifications required will find in advisory work a rare oc-
casion for widening their sphere of activity. 
In the preceding chapter,suggestions have been made 
as to the nature of the advisory engagements they may handle 
and a few examples have been given to illustrate how a medium-
size public accounting firm can provide managerial assistance 
to its small manufacturing clients. 
It is now pertinent to examine whether it is in the 
interest of a medium-size public accounting firm to seek en-
gagements of an advisory nature. The comments that have been 
made earlier in this paper and more especially the arguments 
that have been developed against an extended participation of 
public accountants in consulting work suggest that the deci-
sion to enter the management service field raises manifold 
problems and does not go without hazards and pitfalls. On the 
other hand,expanding into this new area should conceivably 
yield rewards and benefits. 
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The accounting firm that contemplates branching out 
into this new field of opportunities has therefore to weigh 
carefully the risks involved as against the anticipated re-
wards,in the light of the specific circumstances that surround 
and affect its activity. 
The purpose of this chapter is to expose the obsta-
cles that have to be reckoned with (section I) and to suggest 
the benefits that may be obtained from advisory engagements 
( section II). 
Section I. Pitfalls inherent to management consulting work 
The problems that public accountants are apt to be 
confronted with in the performance of advisory engagements 
may be classified in the following three groups: 
I. Problems arising from considerations of pro-
fessional ethics 
2. Problems arising from the need of qualified 
personnel 
3. Problems involving psychological and human 
aspects. 
Considerations of professional ethics 
Difficulties likely to arise in this respect as a 
result of advisory work undentaken by public accountants, 
emanate from the following considerations: 
a. Absence of rules of professional ethics with 
respect to advisory work 
b. Requirement of competence 
c. Principle of independence 
d. Prohibition of advertising and solicitation. 
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!b~e~c~ ~f_rlil£s_of ~rQf£s~iQn~l_eihic~ 
One of the distinctive features of a professional 
group is that its members intend to place service above per-
sonal gain*: it is the public's guarantee that they can be 
trusted to do a good job. This guarantee is all the more in-
dispensable in that the public is normally not in a position 
to appraise the quality of their work. The so-called profes-
sional attitude of doctors,lawyers,certified public account-
ants,etc. is the pillar of the public confidence they enjoy 
and the basis of their professional prestige. 
Acquiring the professional attitude is,however, 
not a simple and easy matter. Men are selfish by nature and 
it takes a great deal of self-discipline and strength of 
character to subordinate personal interest to public service. 
Lt also takes a sure and unbiased judgment to always draw an 
impartial line between one's interest and that of the public 
and to reach an equitable verdict in cases where one is both 
judge and party. That is why most professional groups have 
adopted rules of ethics that serve as guiuing beacons intend-
ed to show their members which path they can safely follow 
and to warn them against situations that may tend to imperil 
their observance of a true professional attitude. Adherence 
to the principles is usually enforced by reprimand,suspension 
or expulsion. 
* I, p. 4 
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Codes of professional ethics develop progressively. 
New rules of conduct are formulated when conditions change 
and rules formerly adopted are constantly revised and elab-
orated. It is not surprising that in the case of a relatively 
young profession - as the accounting profession is - some im-
portant ethical concepts have not been embodied in the rules 
as yet. More specifically in the field of management consult-
ing work,many situations may arise with respect to which the 
code of ethics afford thus far no lead as to what is the re-
commended attitude or as to what position should be avoided. 
Unlike in the auditing field where generally accepted stand-
ards provide the public accountant with guides in his inves-
tigations and protection in the case where the quality of his 
work should later be challenged,there is as yet no recognized 
standards to measure the quality of management consulting 
work. 
Until the matter has been further explored and au-
thoritative statements issued regarding the ethical respon-
sibilities of certified public accountants in rendering man-
agement services#,accounting firms should proceed only with 
the utmost caution. Existing rules of ethics should obviously 
be abided by notwithstanding the fact that consulting engage-
# A subcommittee of the American Institute of Certified Pub-
lic Accountants' committee on professional ethics is now 
studying the question. 
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ments were not specifically considered when the rules were 
formulated. Basic professional standards such as the principles 
of competence and independence are obviously to be scrupulous-
ly preserved and any practice that is capable of impairing 
the maintenance of a strict professional attitude - like solic-
itation or advertising - should be carefully avoided. Problems 
that arise in connection with the observance of these stand-
ards are studied later in this section. 
Compliance with other recognized rules of profes-
sional conduct should not create major difficulties for me-
dium-size public accounting firms expanding into the consult-
ing area. It is,however,worth noting here that Rule Number 3 
of Professional Conduct issued by the American Institute states 
that 
••• participation in the fees and profits of pro-
fessional work shall not be allowed directly or 
indirectly to the laity by a member 
While there is no authoritative pronouncement on the defini-
tion of laity it is probable that a specialist who is not a 
member of a recognized profession would be considered as a 
layman and therefore prevented from becoming a partner of a 
CPA firm. In many cases this will bar CPA firms from using 
the services of non-accounting specialists to whom they are 
not permitted to offer the incentive of a partnership agree-
ment. On the other hand,the principle of competence - which 
shall be dealt with later - bars a professional firm from 
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employing the services of a specialist if none of the part-
ners is competent to review his work. 
It may also be worth mentioning that Rule Number I2 
of the same Code of Professional Conduct _urges CPAs who co-
operate in the preparation of financial forecasts,to take all 
necessary measures to avoid "leading to the belief that they 
vouch for the accuracy of the forecasts." 
It may seem futile to insist on the fact that a 
public accountant should not undertake an engagement in a 
field which is unfamiliar to him and which requires know-
ledge,skills,and experience that he does not possess. Making 
incursions into areas for which he is not qualified would be 
unwise and harmful both to his client and to his own profes-
sional reputation. Particularly when he enters the field of 
advisory engagements and holds himself out as a business con-
sultant the public accountant should be most careful not to 
oversell himself and overreach into areas with which he is 
not familiar. 
Admittedly,the evaluation of one's competence is 
a subjective matter in which clear-cut formulas will never 
replace individual judgment and opinion. Each one is to set-
tle the question in the light of his experience and limita-
tions and in case of doubt he should decide in the best in-
terest of his client. 
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On the other hand,the concept of competence is to 
be understood and applied discriminately and with due recog-
nition to the specific circumstances that surround the ac-
countant 1 s activity. It is clear,for instance,that to render 
truly constructive services in the field of budgeting to a 
company that manufactures a wide range of products sold all 
over the nation from several plants and warehouses scattered 
throughout the country,an extensive knowledge of,and a broad 
experience in,budgeting are indispensable. Undertaking such 
an engagement without being most eminently qualified would be 
a major violation of the ethical rule of competence and would 
unavoidably lead to discrediting the practitioner. However, 
"••• in the case of smaller clients,and in some 
communities,services of other professional con-
sultants may not be available readily,or the 
unimportance or simplicity of the situation may 
not justify the employment of other advisers. 
The experienced CPA under such circumstances may 
be able to give the client effective and valua-
ble service even tho~gh he may not have had the 
training in a particular area. The general point 
to emphasize is that a CPA should make sure that, 
under the circumstances,he clearly is qualified 
to render a particular service before he offers 
it to the client*." 
Competence is obviously not a static concept. Any-
body who has a foundation of knowledge in a particular field 
and regularly applies that knowledge in his professional ac-
tivity,is bound to improve his competence in this field con-
tinually. Through research,study,and consultation with more 
* 8, p. 7. The words "under the circumstances" are itali-
cized in the text. 
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experienced colleagues he progressively equips himself for 
the handling of questions that at first were outside of his 
competence. From a practical point of view,when a public ac-
cpuntant is confronted by a problem with which he is not quite 
conversant he should,before deciding whether or not to tackle 
it,ask himself this question: "In the time available,would I 
be able,through study,research,or consultation,to acquire the 
knowledge necessary to handle this problem in the best interest 
of my client?" 
The case may arise when the principal of an account-
ing firm does not have the specific technical training re-
quired to handle a business problem but another member of the 
organization does have the necessary qualifications. In this 
instance,if the latter is a partner nothing should normally 
prevent the firm from accepting the engagement. In fact,it is 
not uncommon that,particularly in the multifarious field of 
management services,several partners of an accounting firm 
specialize in various areas of consulting work. If,however, 
the specialist is not a partner,the rule of competence would 
bar the firm from undertaking the assignment if none of the 
partners were qualified to supervise and evaluate his work. 
To do otherwise would amount to taking unreasonable risks. 
Again,the partners' ability to supervise the work 
done by a subordinate should,however,be appraised discrim-
inately. Competence to review all the details of the work is 
not alwf'YS indispensable provided that the partner is quali-
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fied to judge the reasonableness of the procedures followed 
and to evaluate the soundness of the conclusions reached and 
of the suggesoions advanced. For instance,in the case of the 
examination of a financial plan which calls for the use of 
actuarial techni.ques that an employee of the firm is compe-
tent to handle,the fact that none of the partners is familiar 
with the mathematical details of the computations would not 
necessarily preclude their ability to evaluate and check the 
overall results of the examination. 
Obvi~usly,when the partners feel that they are not 
qualified to handle an engagement they should not hesitate 
to say so to their client. Nobody is expected to be competent 
in every field and recognizing one's limitations is anything 
but belittling. Besides,there is no surer way to lose a client 
than by yielding to his insistence and accepting an assignment 
one is not competent of handling well. 
Sometimes,a public accountant who feels he should 
decline an engagement may have the opportunity to recommend 
another public accountant for the job. Here again,however, 
difficulties are apt to arise in view of the absence among 
the accounting profession of an accepted practice of referral 
like that which exists,for instance,between medical practi-
tioners. More often than not,a medium-size public accounting 
firm is not too anxious to see a larger firm called in by one 
of its clients,le"L alone to suggest that his client refer a 
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specific,more complicated problem to a larger firm. Much is 
still to be done to promote a favorable climate of coopera-
tion among accounting practitioners. In fact,a closer cooper-
ation between larger and smaller-firms will probably not be 
obtained before a greater degree of specialization prevails 
among them and before larger firms that choose to specialize 
become less interested in remaining also "general practition-
ers." 
Meanwhile,one way for the medium-size accounting 
firm to minimize the risks - real or imaginary - inherent in 
referring a client to a larger accounting firm is to cooper-
ate closely with the latter in handling the assignment. This 
may well be a most satisfactory solution for all concerned. 
The medium-size firm's inside knowledge of the client's busi-
ness,of its people and its organization should permit a re-
duction of the time needed to complete the engagement and 
therefore minimize the cost of the consulting assignment. On 
the other hand,collaborating with the staff of the larger ac-
counting firm may provide a most valuable experience for the 
personnel of the smaller firm. 
~rin£i~l~ 2f_i~d~~n~e~c~ 
Considerable emphasis has been placed in the account-
ing literature on the subject of independence. In its broad 
sense of self-reliance that precludes subordination,independ-
ence is not peculiar to the public accounting profession. It 
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is part of the integrity that characterizes any professional 
group. However,when referred to in conjunction with auditing, 
independence has come to assume a narrower meaning - that of 
objectivity and lack of bias. 
The stress laid upon the public accountant's inde-
pendence in this latter sense stems from the consideration 
that when the auditor expresses an opinion as to the fairness 
of financial statements,he is responsible not only to his 
client but also to all third parties who may rely on the au-
dited statements. He has to watch every step he takes and to 
maintain constantly a delicate balance between his natural de-
sire to please his client and his duty of objectivity to the 
public. 
When public accountants render management services, 
they should be independent in the sense that their judgment is 
not subordinated to that of their clients and complete integ-
rity is maintained in all aspects of the assignment. But con-
siderations of public interest are generally foreign to con-
sulting work and the concept of independence in the narrower 
sense in which it is used in relation to auditing work does 
not apply per se to management services. 
Still,as public accounting firms will often perform 
consulting work for the very clients they serve as auditors, 
the question has arisen whether rendering management services 
to these clients would not jeopardize the firm's independence 
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as auditor, Again,no definite pronouncement has been made 
on the subject. Several opinions,however,may be used as a 
guide,notably the views expressed by the Council of the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants regard-
ing instances in which the auditor performs other services 
(for instance,bookkeeping or accounting services) for his 
client. It seems to be the consensus of opinion that,inde-
pendence being an attitude of the mind,it is not necessarily 
impaired by the performance of these other services provided 
the auditor does not dispense with the auditing procedures 
necessary to his examination of the financial statements and 
provided that he is not actually engaged in the management 
of his client's business to the point where he would in fact 
be auditing his own work, 
Therefore,the performance of management services 
for a client would not by itself bar a public accountant 
from expressing an independent opinion as to the financial 
statements of this client,if the consultant confines his ad-
visory services to analyzing data,making factual representa-
tions,and advancing suggestions and recommendations for the 
consideration and approval of management. If he keeps his en-
gagement on a strictly advisory level and avoids being led 
into making decisions and participating actively in the man-
agement of his client's affairs,there should be no reason 
why he could not,at the same time,safeguard his independence 
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as auditor. On the contrary,he would be in a position to ar-
rive at a more informed opinion on the financial statements 
of his client with more protection to himself. 
This view seems to conform to the principle express-
ed by the Securities and Exchange Commission with regard to 
the independence of public accountants intending to certify 
financial statements required to be filed under the ~ecurities 
Act of I933 1 the Securities Exchange Act of 1934,and the In-
vestment Company Act of 1940. 
Thus far,little is known of the criteria that the 
Commission will apply to determine whether the public account-
ant took proper care in serving the client's management "to 
maintain a clear distinction between giving advice to manage-
ment,and serving as personal representative of management or 
owners and making business decisions for them~". From opinions 
expressed in several Accounting Releases** relative to ana-
logous situations one may expect,however,that the Commission 
will adopt rather stringent criteria to ensure the complete 
independence of certifying accountants and that,in borderline 
cases,the accountants are likely to be considered to be not 
in fact ,independent. 
Accounting firms whose clients are subject to the 
* 40 p. 77, citing the 1957 Annual ~eport of the Securities 
and ~xchange Commission 
** 62 -notably Release ~o. 47 of January 25,1944 reproduced 
pages II3-II9. 
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requirements of the Acts,or may contemplate taking steps 
that would place them under the obligation of filing finan-
cial statements with the Commission should clearly bear in 
mind that performing major management services for these 
clients might lead to barring them from sertifying the state-
ments filed with the Commission. 
~r£hibitioE ~f_a~v~r!i~iBE_agd_s~licit~tioB 
Maintaining a proper professional attitude implies 
the avoidance of situations that may lead to giving the im-
pression that money is one's major concern. 
Several rules of professional conduct applicable 
to the activity of certified public accountants provide them 
with guidance and encouragement to avoid these situations. 
The prohibition of advertising and solicitation is one of 
these rules. Its application to the field of management serv-
ices should,however,not raise any serious difficulties in 
view of the numerous opinions issued on the subject. It de-
serves special mention here only because,in the advisory 
field,the public accountant may be in competition with other 
management consultants who do not refrain from widespread 
advertising of their qualifications and solicitation of new 
business. Even the Code of Ethics of the Association of Con-
sulting Management Engineers,Inc. - to which allusion has 
been made earlier - does not prohibit advertising,though its 
article XII endeavors to raise it to a dignified level by 
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stipulating: 
"We will not advertise our firm,practice,or merits 
in a self-laudatory manner,or in any other way 
which gives the impression of being undignified 
or unprofessional*." 
Considerations of professional ethics do not,of 
course,prevent a public accountant from seeking consulting 
engagements from his audit clients. There is also no objec-
tion to his making known to his personal friends and to other 
persons with whom he has had professional relations,that he 
is offering advisory services,and to ask them to recommend 
him to others. 
However,public advertising of the services offered 
would be in violation of the code of ethics,as would personal 
communications to clients of other accounting firms. Besides, 
the most efficacious advertisement is good work and valued 
counsels are best advertised by satisfied clients. 
Problems of personnel 
It has been shown earlier that the performance of 
management services requires skills that are not typical of 
the average public accountant and that it presupposes a good 
general experience in business matters,a broad businesslike 
outlook,as well as a specialized knowledge of the fields in 
which consulting work is intended to be offered. 
* 13' p. 4 
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It has also been mentioned that medium-size public 
accounting firms that confine their activity to the tradi-
tional areas of auditing and tax work already experience dif-
ficulties in hiring competent personnel. The problem is no 
doubt worsened when a firm has to recruit personnel who pos-
sess the unusual talents needed to perform consulting work. 
The additional difficulties stem from the scarcity of people 
who have the proper qualifications,from the fact that the 
better competitive position of private industry and of larger 
accounting firms continually entices this very type of man 
to join their staffs,and from the problems involved in the 
evaluation of the applicants' knowledge and experience. 
Another question that requires adequate attention 
is that of assigning the consulting personnel a proper place 
in the organization. This must be done in a manner that does 
not provoke uneasiness between the key people in the auditing, 
tax and management service departments,whose active and most 
sincere cooperation is essential to the whole organization. 
A further problem arises in connection with the 
relation of the consulting program to the specific qualifica-
tions of the personnel designated to carry it out. This is a 
dual problem: in formulating the program due consideration 
must be given to the particular skills of the personnel avail-
able and,conversely,in choosing consulting personnel the in-
tended program of management services must be considered. 
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The continuous training of the consulting staff 
is another question that needs proper handling. Adequate 
guidance should be given them in the development of their 
knowledge and skills. This requires that the principal take 
time to devise a training program,to consult with the advi-
sory staff as to the most appropriate ways of increasing 
their usefulness to the firm,and to supervise their progress. 
It implies that the consulting staff be provided with ade-
quate time and with the proper means and facilities to carry 
out the development program. 
Another stumbling block is the difficulty of super-
vising the work done by the advisory personnel in view of 
the greater independence of action that has to be given to 
the consultants,and because of the particular techniques they 
may have to apply, with which the principal of the fi_rm may 
not himself be entirely conversant. 
Also to be considered is the fact that advi~ory 
work does not lend itself to requiring the same amount of 
clerical and unskilled help as do auditing or tax work. More 
often than in auditing work for instance,detailed analyses· 
and compilations of data prepared by the client's staff may 
be used,with the consequence that management service activ-
ities can hardly be looked upon to help solve the problem 
of keeping junior personnel busy during off-peak seasons. 
By the same token,on-the-job training of understudies for 
the advisory function is often difficult to arrange. 
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The last - but not least - of the personnel prob-
lems is the ever present risk of losing to a client the per-
sonnel engaged in management services. The consultant's in-
timate knowledge of the client's problems,his close cooper-
ation with the client's management for the solution of these 
problems,the client's appreciation of the assistance extended, 
may lead the client to take the consultant into his own or-
ganization. Should a management position become available or 
should the client feel that some of his problems would be bet-
ter attended to by a permanent member of his staff,the con-
sultant is in a good position to be offered the job. In many 
of those cases,even if the accounting firm is willing and able 
to match the advantages proferred to its employee,for the sake 
of maintaining good relations with the client,it may be pre-
vented from attempting to convince its employee to stay. 
Problems involving psychological and human aspects 
One of the major requirements for rendering manage-
ment services successfully is the ability to work with people. 
This implies both a likeable personality and a rare sense 
of psychology. Without the full confidence of his client and 
the unrestricted cooperation of the client• staff,the con-
sultant - no matter how skillful and talented he may be in 
the techniques required for analyzing and solving business 
problems - has little chance of making a real and permanent 
contribution to the solution of the problems referred to him. 
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The consultant is not only to study the problems 
and to suggest what he thinks are suitable solutions; he 
must also sell the merits of the solutions he proposes. To 
do so with reasonable chances of success he must be able to 
evaluate the human repercussions his suggestions are likely 
to cause. He must fight against habits and routine,against 
the human reaction to changes,against people's fear of los-
ing their jobs and their anxiety to preserve their place in 
the organization. 
Sometimes,he may be confronted with the problem of 
showing management that some of his policies are inadequate 
or that some of his decisions are responsible for the pro-
blem at hand. This,of course,takes strength of character, 
tact,and psychology. At times,the consultant may recog.nize 
that his client is so deficient in the art of management that 
regardless of what he can do to help him,no constructive re-
sult may be obtained and he may have to abandon him to his 
unfortunate situation. 
He must not expect to be given credit for all of 
the improvements he helps obtain. Some of his ideas will be 
stolen and credited to others. He will find managers reluc-
tant to advertise his success and in time tending toward 
looking at the betterments as their own reforms. In many 
cases the consultant's cooperation will be soon forgotten. 
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Frequently the results of the consultant's work 
will not be measurable in a tangible way. There may be a 
long and frustrating lapse of time between the moment a pro-
blem is assigned for his analysis and the fruition of the 
results of his work. At times,these will never be fully en-
joyed because of inadequate execution of his recommendations, 
creeping indifference,or even malicious opposition,and the 
consultant may end up being imputed the blame for suggesting 
unworkable solutions. 
Often too,especially when he advises smaller busi-
ness clients,the consultant may need psychology and firmness 
to avoid being maneuvered into making general policy deci-
sions. 
All these dangers and pitfalls should be considered 
before deciding whether or not to engage in management serv-
ices. The principal of the accounting firm should analyze his 
own qualifications - both professional and psychological -
realistically. He should make an inventory of his personnel's 
potentialities and give proper attention to the new organiz-
ational problems that his decision would involve. He should 
assess his clients' advisory needs objectively and determine 
how he can best meet their needs while minimizing the risks 
and problems to which he and his firm may be exposed as a 
result of his expansion into the field of management advi-
sory services. 
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Section II. Benefits derived from advisory work 
After reviewing the dangers and pitfalls with which 
the public accountant may be confronted in performing manage-
ment services,there remains to consider the other,and brighter 
side of the picture,viz. the rewards that consulting work is 
apt to proffer to those who competently assist business man-
agement. 
These rewards are both intangible and tangible. They 
accrue not only to the accounting firm that achieves success 
in advisory work but to the accounting profession as a whole. 
Benefits accruing to the profession as a whole 
The accounting profession is but the sum total of 
all the individual practitioners and accounting firms. Its 
prestige springs from the individual achievements of its mem-
bers. Reciprocally,the public confidence enjoyed by the pro-
fession reflects upon each one of its members. 
The successful practice of consulting work by pub-
lic accountants enhances the prestige of the accounting profes-
sion to which it gives the opportunity: 
(a) to increase its usefulness to the business world 
(b) to attract more qualified people. 
In~r~a~ing_t£e_a~c£uating ~r£f~s~i£n~s_u~efu!n~s~ !o_m~n~g~m~nt 
Whether in producing goods or in rendering services, 
excellence cannot be maintained for long without constantly 
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introducing new and worthwhile products or services. Converse-
ly,there is no surer way for the accounting profession to lose 
the professional prestige it has acquired by providing indepen-
dent and qualified opinions regarding financial statements, 
than by dwelling in complacency and ignoring new opportunities 
to serve. 
The demand for management services is present; it is 
growing larger all the time. Many of these services are within 
the province of public accountants who are thus given an unu-
sual opportunity to expand the range of their activity well be-
yond the limits of their present contribution to business man-
agement. If they do not seize the occasion while it is within 
their reach others will snatch it. In fact,this is happening 
already to a certain degree and one sees non-accountant busi-
ness consultants invading fields that are the traditional do-
main of accountants. 
By engaging resolutely in consulting work and there-
by increasing their usefulness to their clients,public account-
ants will help the whole profession fulfill its mission of pub-
lic service in a better way. This will augment the prestige of 
the profession and,in turn,it will bound back and strengthen 
the prestige of each of its members. 
At1r~c1iag_mQr~ ~u~lifie~ ~eQP!e 
One of the most crucial problems that confront the 
accounting profession is the shortage of high-calibre personnel. 
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College graduates are not attracted in sufficient number by 
public accounting, 
Auditing and tax work involve by their very nature 
a large amount of routine work. The checking of figures,the 
examination of vouchers,and other similar drudgery have lit-
tle to attract top flight young men to public accounting,and 
the perspective of spending several years as a "junior",add-
ing columns of figures and compiling tedious working papers, 
is enough to dishearten the most patient of them. Besides, 
even the work of a "senior" auditor often fails to provide 
the inward satisfaction that is derived from'the feeling that 
one is making a truly constructive contribution to business 
. 
management. Particularly in the audit engagements of smaller 
firms,it may too often be felt that the service rendered is 
hardly worth the fee being charged, 
'J:ruly,advisory activity also involves a certain 
amount of detail work and fastidious gathering of figures, 
but it offers considerable more leeway and initiative in the 
determination of the nature and extent of the data to be com-
piled and it lends itself to a more practical approach than 
auditing work. Besides,the compilation of data can often be 
largely prepared by the client's own staff. Then too,analyzing 
concrete management problems and cooperating to their solution 
provides a better opportunity to put to practical use one's 
varied skills and confers a deeper feeling of achievement. 
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Consulting work,for these reasons,is apt to appeal 
to,and to attract to the profession,more qualified and ambi-
tious young men. Moreover,the higher fees commanded by advi-
sory engagements should improve the accounting firms' ability 
to offer these recruits better starting salaries and to ad-
vance them more rapidly to higher compensation levels. 
Benefits accruing to the consulting firm 
Beside the augmented prestige enjoyed by the account-
ing firm that increases its value to its clients by offering 
them consulting services and attracts a higher grade of per-
sonnel,other more tangible benefits are apt to reward those 
who engage in management services. 
The balance of this chapter deals with these benefits 
which are being grouped under the following three categories: 
(a) better competitive position 
(b) higher fees 
(c) other benefits. 
§e1t~r_c£m~e1i1i~e_p~sitiog 
Like most any business involved in the production 
of goods or services,public accounting is subject to competi-
tion. 1n order to survive and progress,accounting practition-
ers and firms have to strive continuously for more efficient 
services offered at a reasonable price. Professional standards, 
however,preclude competition in the price field and leave room 
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only for competing in the quality and the variety of the serv-
ices rendered. 
Now,the traditional area of auditing work hardly 
lends itself to qualitative competition,and the preparation 
of tax returns# necessarily provides only limited room for di-
versification and increased usefulness,particularly for ac-
counting firms which serve a clientele of small businesses. 
Consulting work,on the other hand,presents to all 
accounting practitioners and firms an unlimited opportunity 
to broaden the range of their services and offers wide possi-
bilities of specialization and a broad field for qualitative 
competition. 
For a medium-size accounting firm,engaging in man-
agement services is a rare means of consolidating its position 
in the business community,furthering goodwill among its clients, 
and attracting new ones. Consulting work is an ideal vehicle 
for reaching small businesses which are not interested in au-
diting services but many of which would welcome managerial as-
sistance. It may also lead to increased auditing and tax work 
as sat~sfied clients may later feel the need for professional 
tax and audit services. 
# in the narrow sense of filling out tax forms on the basis 
of financial data,audited or not. Admittedly,the field of 
taxation offers wider opportunities for accounting prac-
titioners and firms which specialize in the handling of tax 
matters,tax planning,etc. These services,however,would fall 
into the area of consulting work. 
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Substituting management services for auditing en-
gagements in those cases where the former type of service is 
more appropriate to smaller clients• needs,should yield other 
indirect advantages to the accounting firm in view of the fact 
that consulting work is not so typically seasonal as audit as-
signments and allows for more flexibility in the timing of the 
engagements. This should alleviate the peak of activity usual-
ly experienced immediately before and after the year-end and 
permit a more rational utilization of the personnel through-
out the year. 
In cases where an accounting firm offers to the same 
clients both management assistance and auditing services,the 
performance of the former type of service may facilitate the 
execution of the latter. The two types of service may at times 
overlap,as for instance when advisory work involves an apprais-
al of the internal control or entails a study of the appropri-
atedness of expense distributions. Admittedly,it may not be 
easy to maintain an adequate co-ordination between the persons 
or departments responsible for the two kinds of services. How-
ever,it should not be impossible to arrange for communications 
between them and to give the auditor access to the management 
service files of his audit clients. It should assist him in 
establishing the audit program and help in determining the 
scope of the tests to be carried out in certain phases of his 
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audit work. In any event,in most instances,with a minimum of 
co-ordination between the two activities the accounting firm 
should be in a position to arrive at a more informed opinion 
regarding its clients• operations and financial statements 
and to issue its report and certificate with more protection 
to itself. 
Another advantage that is worth mentioning may have 
a particular appeal to some accounting firms to which advi-
sory work may give the opportunity to restrict their clien-
tele to a limited group of selected companies to which they 
provide first-rate management services performed by a small 
number of highly qualified people. Accounting firms that would 
successfully carry out such a program would undoubtedly at-
tain outstanding professional standing and enjoy considerable 
prestige. Their services would be sought actively and paid for 
accordingly. Meanwhile,they would free themselves from a num-
ber of personnel and organizational problems that confront 
other firms which confine their activity to offering more com-
mon types of accounting services carried out by a larger staff 
of unequal experience and qualifications. 
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CHAPTER V • THE APPROACH TO w.ANAGEMENT SERVICES 
----------------------------------------------
After carefully considering the pros and cons of 
engaging in management services,after appraising the rewards 
that may be expected and weighing them against the pitfalls 
to be avoided,the accounting firm has decided to expand into 
the advisory field. It is now ready to organize for this new 
activity and finds itself confronted by an array of questions 
regarding how to approach consulting work. 
The present,and last,chapter of this thesis is de-
voted to examining these problems and making suggestions in-
tended to contribute to their practical solution by a medium-
size public accounting firm. 
The approach to the performance of management serv-
ices will be considered from the following two angles: 
(I) organizing for consulting work in general 
(2) approaching and conducting specific advisory engagements. 
Section I. Organizing for consulting work in general 
Prior to seeking specific advisory engagements the 
accounting firm has to make a number of decisions with respect 
to various matters,viz.: 
(a) the nature and scope of the advisory services to be offered 
tb) the personnel to be assigned to consulting work 
~c) the internal organization 
td) the communication of the additional services offered. 
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Nature and scope of the advisory services to be offered 
The range of advisory services that may be rendered 
by public accountants to business management is so broad and 
diversified that it is impossible for a medium-size accounting 
office to prepare for handling practically any situation that 
may call for management assistance. Specialization is the only 
sensible way of handling advisory work competently and success-
fully. 
One of the very first steps is,therefore,to make a 
selection among the T&rious classes of advisory services and 
determine the areas in which the firm chooses to center its 
consulting activity. This choice should be made with reference 
to the specific needs of the types of clients already served 
by the firm and to the problems peculiar to the geographical 
region in which the firm operates and from which additional 
management service clients would come. Consideration should be 
given at the same time to ~he specialized knowledge of the mem-
bers of the firm who may be assigned to consulting work. 
A practical way of stimulating the thinking of the 
partners and senior staff men and to enroll their cooperation 
toward a proper selection of the management services in which 
to engage,is to supply them with a broad listing of consulting 
engagements - like,for instance,that which is reproduced in 
the Appendix to this paper - and to request that they suggest 
the services that could,in their opinion,be offered benefi-
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cially to each of their audit and tax clients. Their sugges-
tions can then be used as a basis for further thinking and 
discussion which should lead to determining the types of ad-
visory work to be sought by the firm. 
It is advisable that,at the outset,the firm limit 
its incursions in the consulting field to a few types of serv-
ices for which there is a most immediate need among its cli-
ents. Later,when the organizational problems are settled sa-
tisfactorily,and some experience has been gained as to how to 
approach the clients,conduct the engagements,report on the 
findings,etc.,expanding and diversifying into a broader range 
of services can be done with greater assurance and better 
chances of success. 
Personnel assigned to consulting work 
The successful performance of management services 
depends so much on the qualifications and ability of the per-
sonnel assigned to consulting work that the proper choice of 
the staff is of paramount importance. It is even more so in 
a medium-size firm because it usually cannot afford to try out 
a number of prospects before finding the right men for con-
ducting advisory engagements. In fact,a single wrong choice 
may be so costly - both dollarwise and in terms of damage to 
the firm's reputation- that it may lead to abandoning the 
idea of engaging in management services and preclude a second 
attempt. 
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The first step in choosing consulting personnel is 
to designate one person,usually a partner,under whose respon-
sibility the management service activity is to be placed. In 
a medium-size firm this may be a most delicate and difficult 
choice to make. To simply assign any of the partners to organ-
izing and supervising the advisory function,or to automatical-
ly place consulting work under the direct responsibility of 
the senior partner regardless of whether or not he qualifies 
for the job,is,of course,unsatisfactory. It is equally absurd 
to designate one of the partners for the mere sake of giving 
him a sort of promotion or,even worse,to do so with the under-
lying intention of "side-tracking" him. The selection should 
rather be predicated upon an objective appraisal of the candi-
dates• personal qualifications for the consulting function as 
intended to be carried out by the firm. All other considera-
tions should be secondary. 
Prospective candidates for the supervisory function 
- as well as for the consulting staff which may be hired later 
should be examined and evaluated thoroughly and objectively. 
Their qualifications should be appraised by reference to the 
exacting requisites essential to the performance of efficient 
management services,which encompass more than technical know-
how and experience and extend to the whole personality and 
background. 
The ideal consultant satisfies a whole array of 
standards: 
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(a) ~eae~al ~u1t~r~l_egu~a!i2n~ Aside from developing imag-
ination and logical thinking,the study of a broad range of 
subjects,like history,geography,mathematics,sciences,philo-
sophy,ancient and modern languages,which characterizes a lib-
eral education,prevents a narrowing of the mind to any one 
subject and creates interest in a number of areas. It confers 
a flexibility of mind and &n awareness of the many kinds of 
problems and situations that occur in life. It produces peo-
ple that are better fitted and more confident. Undoubtedly, 
imagination,elarity of thought,unbounded interest and curios-
ity,& broad knowledge of human experience and thought,poise, 
and self-confidence are priceless assets for successful con-
sulting work. 
(b) §cieatific_o~i~n!a!i2n_o! !h~ mind~ Advisory work entails 
accurate observation,gathering of all pertinent facts,and 
thorough analysis of these facts. It involves painstaking re-
search,organized planning and development,and an infinite at-
tention to details. Empirical procedures and haphazard ways 
are out of place. Scientific approaches and methods,akin to 
those which are being successfully applied in the natural 
sciences,are invaluable tools for exploring and solving man-
agement problems as well. This may partially explain why en-
gineers - trained to scientific thinking and procedures - have 
gained so much ground in the field of management assistance. 
(e) fs~c~ology~~r~oaali!Y~s2cia~l~n~s~,ma!u~i!Y~ It has been 
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emphasized earlier that dealing with people is one of the es-
sential ingredients of consulting work. It is therefore impor-
tant that the consultant understand people and get along with 
them. He must know how to approach people,how to win their un-
restricted cooperation,and how to quell their apprehensions 
and suspicions. He must know when and how to praise them,how 
to bring them to recognize their weaknesses and to take steps 
to overcome them. In brief,he must be interested in people. 
(d) ~a!e~iPLh!P~ The ability of persuading people to change 
their ways of thinking,to give up established practices,and 
adopt new methods and approaches,requires an unusual amount 
of salesmanship. It presupposes excellence in the art of com-
municating with people and demands that the consultant be a 
writer and a teacher. 
(e) ~r~a~ hu~ine~s_e~u~a!i~n_and_e~£rienc£. A management con-
sultant operating within the framework of an accounting organ-
ization should have a substantial accounting education and a 
mature accounting experience. His business education should 
have familiarized him with such business subjects as general 
business administration,marketing,production,finance,industrial 
relations,etc. He should be acquainted with business law - in-
cluding taxation -,statistics,insurance,business policies,etc. 
This,of course,does not imply that he should be an expert in 
all those fields but he should be conversant with all of them. 
He should also preferably have had some experience in industry 
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and the opportunity to see business problems from the side of 
management rather than solely from the angle of an outsider. 
(f) [nlimi1e~ no1entiali1i~s~ Finally,the consultant should be 
eager to continuously broaden his background and advance cons-
tantly in knowledge in the fields related to his consulting 
activity. In this respect,he should have unlimited potential-
ities as well as a stern ambition to attain proficiency. 
The prospective candidate whose personal qualifica-
tions come closest to these ideals is best equipped for ren-
dering appreciated management services to the clients and re-
presents the best risk for the consulting supervisory function. 
If this man is already on the firm's staff he has 
the additional advantage of being known to the clients and 
familiar with the firm's personnel,its philosophy,and its in-
ternal organization. If nobody among the staff satisfies the 
requirements,it is much wiser to hire a qualified man for the 
job than to force into it an ill-fitted person merely because 
he is already a partner or an employee of the firm. 
Once designated,the man in charge of management serv-
ices should be allowed to devote all his time to his new func-
tions and freed from aud1ting and tax work responsibilities. 
His sole concern should be to organize,build,and manage the 
consulting activity,to seek advisory engagements,and in most 
smaller firms to participate in conducting them. 
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Internal organization 
It has been said very appropriately that "the first 
client of the new management services department is the firm 
establishing it*•" Whether or not the new activity is formally 
set up as a separate department,it poses internal problems of 
organization. Separate records should be kept for the time 
spent,and the expenses incurred,in connection with advisory 
engagements. Separate bills should be rendered,and separate 
income and expense accounts maintained. Separate files for cor-
respondance,working papers,and reports relating to consulting 
work should be provided for. 
Policy decisions should be made with regard to the 
question of fees,and a procedure devised for determining the 
fee to be charged for specific engagements. Normally,the time 
spent on the assignment should serve as a first basis for de-
termining the fee. Hourly rates should be set for each advisory 
staff man,taking in consideration (a) the total compensation 
- salary and bonus - commanded by their experience and back-
ground,and by the nature of the services they are qualified 
to handle,and (b) the fact that a relatively large portion of 
their time will be devoted to research,reading,and continuing 
study and therefore will not be directly chargeable to specif-
ic assignments. Next,the fee tentatively determined on a time 
basis should be systematically reviewed,first by the person in 
* 32, P• 48 
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charge of supervising the consulting function,then by another 
person,for instance the senior partner. The purpose of this 
review is to take into account several factors that may pro-
perly influence the final determination of the charge,viz.: 
(a) the value of the service rendered (success or failure in 
solving the problem examined,savings obtained for the 
client,importance and difficulty of the questions re-
viewed) 
(b) the client's ability to pay 
(c) whether the work was done for a casual or for an estab-
lished client. 
Psychology and professional integrity should help strike a 
fair balance between unethical overcharging for the engage-
ment and undervaluating the services,thereby losing status 
in the eyes of the client. 
Of the greatest importance in organizing the new 
consulting activity are the provisions to be made for ini-
tiating a program intended to develop the personnel's and 
the firm's ability to render valuable management services to 
the clients. The consulting department should have a well 
thought-out staff-training program providing time,facilities, 
and means for the supervisory personnel,understudies,and oth-
er staff members to develop their knowledge and experience 
in business subjects. On-the-job training should be applied 
whenever feasible. The consulting personnel should be encour-
aged to attend formal courses,study conferences,seminars,work-
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shops (like those organized by the American Management Asso-
ciation) to advance their knowledge in appropriate fields. 
They should be given the opportunity to devote part of their 
time to reading books,magazines,publications,etc. carefully 
selected. The firm 1 s aanagement services bookshelf should 
place at the disposal of the consulting personnel a diversi-
fied source of information on management subjects,both of a 
general nature and of particular interest in the branches of 
industry in which management service clients operate. 
In setting up the consulting department its posi-
tion in relation to the other departments and its harmonious 
collaboration with the other segments of the firm should be 
given adequate thought. Provisions should be made for commu-
nication and exchange of information and data between the con-
sulting,audit,and tax departments. There cannot be any rigid 
divisions between them but open cooperation and mutual under-
standing and assistance. In this respect,care should be taken, 
in the interest of internal harmony,not to overrate the new 
department and its significance to the firm,and to extol its 
accomplishments to the discouragement of other staff members. 
Communication of the additional services offered 
The decision of entering the management consulting 
field should then be made known,and consulting engagements 
sought. Considerations of professional ethics,which have been 
referred to earlier in this paper,preclude any wide publicity 
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being given to the new services. It is,however,perfectly 
ethical to announce in writing to established clients and to 
friends that the firm has decided to extend its activity to 
include services of an advisory nature (of which an exemplary 
listing can properly be given) and to introduce the person or 
persons who have been designated to supervise and staff the 
new department. 
However,it usually takes more than a simple announce-
ment in the mail to obtain consulting engagements. These are 
often the outcome of a time-consuming process that habitually 
involves two phases: 
(a) first,the areas in which a client may need advisory assist-
ance must be recognized and ascertained by the accounting 
firm 
(b) then,the client must be made to realize that he has a pro-
blem which needs attention;he must be convinced that out-
side help would be beneficial and that the accounting firm 
is qualified to handle the assignment. 
The first step requires a review and analysis of the 
clients in collaboration with the staff people who perform 
audit and tax work for them. Audit reports and working papers 
for the last several years should be examined and special at-
tention given to notes,comments,and recommendations relative 
to matters of internal control,policies,and procedures found 
to need correction or improvement. The audit supervisor in 
charge of each client should be invited to give his opinion 
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&s to the client's most pressing man&gement problems and the 
areas in which the firm could best be of help to him. In most 
cases,he will &lso be in & position to supply the consulting 
staff with valuable information as to the person&lities in-
volved (faaily relationships,rivalries,ambitions) &nd the or-
ganization's structure. 
The second ph&se is best handled through personal 
contacts with the client,during which the opportunity m&y a-
rise to discuss some of his business problems,and to suggest 
how the accounting firm could help him find w&ys of dealing 
with them. The rendering of audit reports,of interim state-
ments,of a letter pointing to some new tax developments may 
provide the opportunity for these contacts and discussions. 
In other cases,the occasion for suggesting the advisability 
of special studies or analyses may arise in the course of a 
casual visit by a partner of the accounting firm. An off-hand 
remark made at an appropriate time by a member of the staff 
may sometimes lead to a mutually profitable consulting engage-
ment. 
It should be emphasized here that although it is 
the prime responsibility of the consulting department to seek 
management service engagements,the cooperation and active sup-
port of all the members of the firm should be enlisted. A word 
from the audit supervisor whom the client has known for years 
may have more weight than a conference with a consulting staff 
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man whom the client has never seen before and whose qualities 
he has not had the opportunity to evaluate yet. 
Section II. Approach to specific advisory engagements 
All too often,as it has been pointed to earlier, 
advice given by public accountants has been handled informally, 
in the course of semi-casual conversations with the clients. 
Confirmation in writing of advice given has been rather the 
exception. 
This,however,is hardly an appropriate way of dealing 
with most business problems referred to public accountants for 
their review and consideration. In fact,informal counseling 
involves serious dangers and is open to gross inaccuracies and 
misunderstanding. There is no record of the facts on the basis 
of which advice has been given,and little or no assurance ob-
tained as to their correctness and completeness. The opinion 
given and its accompanying qualifications may easily be mis-
interpreted. The solution suggested is often stated in a man-
ner that lacks precision and does not anticipate some of the 
practical difficulties encountered later when it is put into 
effect. On the other hand,most of this informal counseling -
part of which has undoubtedly been very valuable to those who 
have received it - has been actually given away for want of an 
appropriate basis for billing for the service. Wost often,it 
has been repaid merely in increased goodwill and augmented 
prestige. 
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Por these reasons,informal counseling should be 
refrained from whenever possible,especially by accounting 
firms which have decided to make it a practice to engage in 
management services. Except in those cases where advice is 
requested on fairly simple questions that can be handled 
without engaging in factfinding and research,and where a let-
ter confirming the opinion given may suffice,management con-
sulting should be approached in a more formal manner. 
In the interest of both the consultant and his cli-
ent,every step of the assignment should be planned carefully 
and approached methodically. In this respect,the following 
comments and recommendations are intended to serve as guide-
posts to deal adequately with the various phases of the en-
gagement,viz.: 
(a) preplanning of the engagement 
(b) execution of the engagement 
(c) report writing 
(d) assistance in carrying out the recommendations. 
Preplanning of the.engagement 
It should not be necessary to emphasize the fact 
that the objective of the assignment should be clearly under-
stood by both the client and the consultant. Yet,many advisory 
engagements have failed to yield satisfaction because of the 
lack of a precise definition of the problem under study. 
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Only when a meeting of the minds has been reached 
in respect to the purpose of the assignment can the consult-
ant decide whether or not he is qualified under the circum-
stances to handle it. Only then,can he prepare for the engage-
ment in a rational manner and proceed without haTing to check 
with the client at eTery step he makes. It is,furthermore, 
good practice for the consultant to confirm in writing the ob-
jectiTes and scope of the assignment as mutually agreed upon. 
Before the engagement is undertaken,the client should 
insist «n haTing an estimate made of the approximate fee and 
expenses he will be charged for the job,so that he can weigh 
the expected cost of the engagement against the results he an-
ticipates therefrom. On the other hand,the client's preTious 
approTal of the cost of the assignment will do much to further 
the honest cooperation between him and the consultant and will 
preTent later disagreement as to the amount of the fee. Be-
sides,the preparation of the estimate will giTe the consultant 
the opportunity to draw a rough timetable of performance and 
to discuss it with the client,to determine tentatiTe comple-
tion dates,to designate the consulting personnel to be assigned 
to the job,and to examine with the client what assistance can 
be obtained on the detail work from the company's own staff. 
An agreement should also be reached beforehand regarding the 
frequency of billing. In assignments of long duration it may 
be desirable to arrange for rendering a bill at the end of 
each month for the work done during the month. 
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Before undertaking the assignment the consultant 
should obtain from his client all pertinent information and 
insist on being briefed on all aspects of the problem under 
examination. The client's attitude toward the question under 
study and his cooperation with the consultant have much to do 
with the eventual success or failure of the assignment,and 
the consultant should be able to impress upon the company man-
agement that no relevant data should be withheld. He should 
satisfy himself that management is determined to give him full 
collaboration and support,and is willing to create an atmos-
phere of active cooperation. In this respect,it is often de-
sirable that one member of the management team be designated 
to cooperate with the consultant and to facilitate his access 
to the data he may want to examine and his introduction to the 
employees he may wish to question. 
Execution of the assignment 
Much is to be gained if during the assignment the 
consultant works closely with the company staff at all levels. 
The members of the client's personnel who are connected with 
the question under review,and especially those who will have 
to share the responsibility for carrying out the recommenda-
tions adopted as a result of the consulting engagement,should 
be given the opportunity to collaborate actively with the con-
sultant and to submit data,objections,and views that may con-
tribute to the solution of the problem under study. 
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The consultant should also have frequent contacts 
with management and keep him informed of the advancement of 
his work. If he encounters major obstacles,from the company 
personnel or otherwise,he should discuss them with management 
and suggest ways of overcoming them. If his investigations 
lead him along paths which had not been anticipated and the 
duration of the engagement is apt to exceed the previsions, 
the consultant should inform management and obtain his approv-
al before further proceeding. 
Throughout the engagement,the public accountant who 
assists business management in an advisory capacity should 
exercise great care in confining himself to investigating the 
facts and pointing out possible solutions,leaving to manage-
ment the role of deciding what solutions should be adopted. 
He should strictly avoid "taking over" the management of his 
client's business or being maneuvered into making policy de-
cisions. 
Once his investigations are completed and the con-
sultant has arrived at an opinion as to possible solutions 
for dealing with the situation referred to him,he should dis-
cuss the solutions with management. Using all the resources 
of his salesmanship,he should present his recommendations 
forcefully enough to convince management that they are worth 
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considering as a basis for decision. 
In expounding his suggestions,the consultant should 
clearly indicate the limitations entailed. Rarely will the 
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solution that he proposes be the only one that may exist. It 
will often be a compromise between the ideal and the practical, 
and make allowance for the people involved and the circumstances 
of the case. It may sacrifice refinement to workability and 
practicability. 
At times,the effects of the changes suggested will 
not be felt immediately but several months may elapse before 
the results may be obtained. It is important that management 
be brought to realize this lest it become discouraged and give 
up prematurely the recommended plan of action. It goes without 
saying that,for his part,the consultant should be most careful 
not to make extravagant promises in respect to the time element 
that may be involved. 
Report writing 
The recommendations proposed by the consultant should 
be embodied in a comprehensive report that constitutes a de-
tailed and precise record of the suggestions advanced. The fol-
lowing is a typical outline for such a report: 
(a) summary of the purpose of the engagement 
(b) approach followed and methods adopted for finding and anal-
yzing the facts 
(c) essential facts revealed by the investigations 
(d) recommendations suggested for the solution of the problem 
(e) limitations and qualifications of the solution proposed 
(f) steps suggested for carrying out the recommendations. 
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A management service report differs from the tradi-
tional audit report rendered by public accountants in that it 
must logically lead to a constructive conclusion to be fol-
lowed by positive action. It is imperative that it be read 
and understood by management. It must be clear,concise and 
practical. Situations and facts already well known to manage-
ment should be referred to only when necessary and as briefly 
as possible while attention is centered on the recommendations 
and conclusions. These should be presented cogently and in a 
manner that is conducive to their acceptance by management for 
incorporation in the company's operations. 
A step by step account of the measures suggested 
for putting into effect the recommendations advanced should 
also be incorporated in the report. 
Assistance in carrying out the recommendations 
The consultant's work is not completed unless he 
makes sure that management and all the employees concerned 
understand the purpose of the changes recommended and the 
role they are to play in the achievement of the ends pursued. 
Once management has approved the recommendations and decided 
to put them into effect,the consultant should be prepared to 
help carry out the program devised for the attainment of the 
objectives indicated. 
In the case of smaller companies,it may be neces-
sary for the consultant to review the details of the plan 
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with each of the employees responsible for its accomplishment, 
and to ascertain that he understands perfectly what he is ex-
pected to do,how,when,and why. In larger companies,this may 
entail the preparation of detailed manuals of instructions and 
procedures. In any event,the consultant has a stake in the thor-
ough understanding and the faithful execution of the program 
eventually approved by management. Basically sound recommenda-
tions often fail to yield the anticipated improvements because 
of misunderstanding and defective execution of the details of 
the plan. 
Finally,in most cases,the best results will be ob-
tained if the consultant is given the opportunity to follow up 
the execution of the program he has helped devise. 
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Many of the foregoing reflections regarding the ap-
proach to specific consulting engagements may appear to be mere 
truisms to those who have been engaged in advisory services 
for some time. They are intended particularly for public ac-
countants who are novices in the consulting field and may wel-
come the opportunity to check their views against another 1 s 
ideas. They are intended also for those who may be tempted to 
bypass or overlook some of the procedures described until the 
bitter lessons of experience prove their necessity. 
By disciplining himself to approaching consulting 
engagements carefully and methodically,by conducting these en-
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gagements in an atmosphere of open collaboration with the 
clientts management and staff,by formulating constructive 
suggestions in a clear,unambiguous manner,and by sincerely 
helping put them into action,the public accountant will un-
doubtedly increase his opportunities to provide useful serv-
ices in the advisory field to business management. 
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C 0 N C L U S I 0 N 
The purpose of this paper has been to examine the 
position of public accountants in respect to business con-
sulting and to demonstrate the outstanding role they are 
called to play in the field of advisory services to business 
management. 
Sound management has always been the key to profit-
able business activity and inexperienced or unbalanced man-
agement the most common cause of business failure. 
In the last several decades,the business climate has 
undergone a profound evolution which has turned management 
into an increasingly complex function. aunning a business now-
adays is too exacting a task for any one man; it requires a 
variety of qualities and skills that nobody can claim to pos-
sess. Management must rely aore and more on a team of collab-
orators - within and without the regular staff of the company 
and seek their experienced opinion as a basis for sound busi-
ness decisions. 
A new class of management consultants has emerged 
and the success they have achieved in a short period of time 
is evidence of their usefulness to business management and 
proof of the signal services they have rendered. 
The accounting profession has undoubtedly partici-
pated actively in assisting business management. A number of 
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its members have occupied key advisory positions on the staff 
of many companies. Many of these accountants have rendered 
such valuable services that they have acceded to the highest 
executive functions. 
Public accountants also have placed their special-
ized knowledge at the disposal of management for many years. 
But,on the whole,they have done so in a way which did not lead 
to their identification as management consultants. Many of 
them have kept away from management advisory engagements and 
confined themselves in the traditional fields of auditing and 
preparation of tax returns. Many have endeavored to assist 
business management as best they could when their opinion was 
requested in respect to a business problem,but they have re-
frained from actively seeking consulting assignments. Many 
have limited their consulting activity to informal advice on 
questions arising in connection with their auditing and tax 
work. But few indeed have resolutely entered the field of man-
agement services and held themselves out as business consult-
ants. 
Meanwhile,as if public accountants needed to be 
proven that there is a real demand for management services 
in the very fields which are their province and specialty, 
other business consultants have been advising management on 
general financial and accounting problems,installation of 
accounting systems,and preparation and review of tax returns. 
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Will public accountants remain indifferent and un-
mindful of this encroachment into areas which are tradition-
ally theirs? Will they resign themselves to having their ac-
tivity limited to the somewhat negative role of vouching for 
the fairness and integrity of financial statements and tax 
returns? Or will they recognize that the rendering of manage-
ment services offers them a rare opportunity of improving and 
broadening their contribution to business management? 
The future of the profession depends largely upon 
the answers to these questions. In Yonderland,Alice stated 
that,"You have to run fast to stand still." If the profession 
sinks into complacency and fails to remain alert to constantly 
improving its usefulness to the business world,it will soon 
lose ground and jeopardize the prestige it has so remarkably 
acquired in the few decades of its young existence. 
Now is the time for public accountants to decide 
whether they are to play a prominent role in management serv-
ices. The field is still wide open,but any further delay and 
procrastination decrease their chances as other consultants 
secure their positions. 
The decision is one that concerns any public ac-
counting office regardless of the size of its practice,wheth-
er operated by an individual practitioner or by a medium-size 
or a large accounting firm. Public accountants will not be rec-
ognized as business advisers before a number of them have en-
gaged successfully in management consulting work. 
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In this respect,the challenge confronts more partic-
ularly the numerous medium-size accounting firms. Their clien-
tele embraces a large proportion of smaller and medium-size 
businesses many of which are in dire need of management assist-
ance. These businesses have been barely approached yet by other 
consultants and they present a wide field of opportunity to 
those who are determined to provide them with competent and 
constructive services. 
This,of course,requires more than a mere decision 
to offer management services. In fact,it presupposes the re-
moval of the obstacles that have thus far prevented a wider 
participation of public accountants in the advisory field. Be-
fore many public accountants can undertake to perform manage-
ment services successfully,they must acquire and cultivate the 
ability to look at business problems from a broader viewpoint. 
They must accustom themselves to directing their views and 
their thoughts toward the future rather than be contented wi.th 
scrutinizing and recording the past. They must be prepared to 
improve their knowledge of business in general (and of the 
most important ingredient of business: man) and to develop 
their skills and experience ever further. Accounting firms 
that contemplate expanding into consulting work must be de-
termined to assign to advisory engagements the highest-cali-
ber people they can afford on their staff and be ready to en-
courage and facilitate their continuing development. 
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There lies the true challenge confronting the ac-
counting profession. It is a problem of people,of attracting 
and developing the right kind of people. The challenge will be 
met if,on the one hand,the profession keeps on striving cease-
lessly toward increasing its standards and broadening the back-
ground required for admission to its ranks and if,on the other 
hand,public accountants in increasing number are led to seek 
actively new ways of placing their varied experience at the 
disposal of business management. 
Public accountants willing and qualified to make in-
cursions through the new frontier of management services and 
to pioneer into the management consulting area,are assured of 
promising returns. Assuredly,they need to proceed with caution 
and keep alert to ward off the inevitable dangers and pitfalls 
threatening those who venture themselves into areas yet little 
explored. But the rewards are in keeping with the efforts re-
quired and the hazards incurred. 
Over 450 years ago,Shakespeare wrote that,"Good coun-
selors lack no clients." This is still true today. Those who 
offer competent advice to business management will indeed lack 
no clients. Not only will they enjoy the financial rewards and 
the prestige that accrue to successful professional people,but 
on them will rebound the increased public confidence the ac-
counting profession will derive from having,with their help, 
met the most crucial challenge that it now faces. 
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APPENDIX 
---------------
A LIS~ OF MANAGEMENT SERVICES BY CPAs# 
-------------------------------------
I. Attending stockholders' meetings to assist in answering 
questions on financial statements and other accounting 
matters. 
2. Attending meetings of board of directors to advise on 
accounting matters. 
3. instructing accounting personnel of client in the oper-
ation of the accounting system. 
4. ~ecruiting accounting personnel for client. 
5. Designing and installing a general accounting system. 
6. Advising client on controllership aspects of management, 
or acting as temporary part-time controller for a client. 
It is not uncommon and not improper for him to serve tern-
porarily in the capacity of controller,the arrangement 
being treated in every respect as a professional engage-
ment. This may occur, for example, when a business is 
just getting under way and cannot, for a time, afford 
the services of a full-time controller, or when a client 
has lost its controller and the CPA is asked to under-
take his principal functions until a successor can be 
located. 
# Distributed at the ~ourth Biennal New England Graduate 
Accounting Study Conference held at Colby Gollege,Water-
ville,Maine in September,l955 and used in connection with 
a lecture delivered by Harold A. Mock,CPA. 
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7. Advising client on accounting, tax, and other business 
aspects of contracts. Partnership agreements, capital 
stock provisions, bond indentures, trust agreements, 
and many other business contracts often contain features 
which involve accounting data and concepts in their in-
terpretation and operation. An accountant, from his gen-
eral business experience and knowledge of similar cases, 
as well as his technical training, can often make sug-
gestions which will avoid difficulties and misunderstand-
ings in the future. 
8. Accumulating trade statistics. A CPA may be selected to 
receive and analyze con!idential and general statistics 
for trade associations and other business groups. 
9. Auditing of circulation statistics. CPAs are sometimes 
used to verify the circulation statistics of publications 
which solicit advertising. 
10. Checking results of prize competitions. 
II. Securing industry figures for comparison with those of 
client. 
12. Assisting in the preparation of reports to stockholders 
and employees. This include the use of graphic presenta-
tion and other visual aids. 
I3. Assisting client in government contract negotiations. 
!4. Determining insolvency. Bankrupcy or receivership pro-
ceedings often require a determination of the fact of 
insolvency. 
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15, Calculating the distributions under profit-sharing pro-
visions of contracts with executives or with labor un-
ions. 
16. Assisting in the conduct of labor union elections, 
17. Preparing evidence as to "ability to pay" wage increases 
in labor union negotiations. 
18. Computing probable cost of guaranteed annual wage agree-
ments and of other "fringe benefits", 
19. Giving expert testimony. Rate cases; contract disputes; 
suits for damages; .tax cases. 
20. Assisting attorney in cases having accounting aspects. 
Appraising accounting records for value as evidence; 
phrasing questions for examination and cross examina-
tion. 
21. Calculating losses and preparing insurance claims. In-
vestigating cases of suspected fraud and embezzlement. 
Determining losses from embezzlement, theft, fire (es-
pecially "business interruption" losses}, or flood. 
22. Advising as to methods of financing or refinancing the 
business. 
23. Arbitrating disputes, As an independent professional 
man, a CPA may be asked to arbitrate contract and labor 
disputes, whether or not they relate to accounting mat-
ters. Typical problems are: determination of the value 
of a partner's interest; stockholder "buy or sell" agree-
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ments; capital stock valuation; goodwill valuation; com-
putation of royalties; determination of civil liability 
under contracts. 
24. Acting in fiduciary capacity. A CPA is often well quali-
fied to act as an executor, receiver or trustee. 
25. Obtaining other experts. The CPA should be prepared to 
recommend specialists in other fields to his client. 
26. Advising as to general business and industry conditions. 
27. Preparing fixed asset retirement and depreciation studies. 
28. Advising and auditing the accounts of fiduciaries. While 
much of the work in connection with estates, trusts, bank-
rupcies, and foundations involves ordinary accounting and 
auditing problems, there are a number of unique features 
which justify treating this as a special type of service, 
and one which requires some specialized knowledge. 
29. Assisting in the preparation of reports of internal oper-
ations. 
30. Designing and modifying internal control procedures. This 
is in part a phase of accounting system design, but it is 
a broader problem. It includes the internal organization 
of personnel, the assignment of duties within the organ-
ization, the organization and work of an internal audit-
ing staff, the rotation of certain assignments, the pre-
paration of manuals of procedure, and so on. 
31. Advising on the use of machine methods of accounting. 
The CPA can be expected to know the basic principles of 
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machine bookkeeping and of the use of the punch-card 
tabulating equipment, and be able to give the client 
general advice as to the usefulness of certain types 
of machines in meeting his needs. He can be useful in 
assisting the client in evaluating the claims of re-
presentatives of various makes of bookkeeping and of-
fice machines. As to the more recent developments in 
electronic accounting, they are so far suitable only 
for large scale enterprises and the CFA will need some 
special study and experience before being qualified to 
give more than general advice to his client. 
32. Budgeting and forecasting. The CPA can advise and par-
ticipate in the preparation of a budget, in the check-
ing of the progress of the budget, and in the interpre-
tation of the results. 
33. Advising on cost accounting procedures. In general, CPAs 
have not in the past paid much attention to the field of 
cost accounting. Although any CPA should be able to give 
assistance on the simpler cost accounting problems, ex-
tensive work in this area requires special training and 
experience and borders on or overlaps some of the phases 
of industrial engineering. Some of the problems are: 
a. ~actory cost accounting. System design, payroll ac-
counting, inventory control, burden allocation meth-
ods, reporting methods. 
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b. Distribution cost accounting. System design, inventory 
control, cost allocation to department and function, 
reporting methods. 
c. Special cost studies and analysis of operating statis-
tics. Computing trends and ratios; determining the pro-
fitability of territories, outlets, departments, or 
salesmen; projections and break-even points; compara-
tive costs of alternative production or distribution 
methods; cost and profitability of proposed new pro-
ducts; cost of expansion into new territories; the use 
of direct and marginal costing; the development of cost 
estimating methods; studies of the results of the use 
of certain advertising media, sales methods, credit 
policies, collection methods, purchasing methods, and 
discount policies; calculating the probable effects on 
operating results of expanding or contracting plant 
facilities. 
34. Advising as to dividend and other financial policies. 
Computing working capital and fixed capital requirements 
as possible reason for retaining earnings in the business. 
35. Investigating new businesses for prospective purchasers. 
Often in cooperation with engineers and attorneys. 
36. Advising client in connection with sale of business. Re-
view of financial arrangements and tax consequences. At-
tendance at negotiations. Usually done in cooperation 
with attorney. 
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37, Assisting in insurance counseling. Without special train-
ing, a CPA can not offer the services of a professional 
insurance counsellor, but he often is in a position to 
give impartial advice as to the insurance coverage of a 
client and as to the various types of insurance which are 
available, He can often work effectively in this connec-
tion in cooperation with an expert in the field, 
38. Participation in business organization and reorganization, 
The CPA can often play an important part, especially in 
cooperation with bankers and attorneys, in planning the 
organization or reorganization of a business, In partic-
ular, this will involve a knowledge of corporation fi-
nance, as well as an awareness of the tax consequences 
of particular arrangements such as the partnership form 
as compared with the corporation, 
39, Applying governmental regulations to the client's busi-
ness, ~his includes wage and hour, price control, rent 
control, public utility regulation and other such pro-
blems, The CPA may represent the client in negotiations 
with the governmental agency. 
40. Assisting in estate planning, The CPA's knowledge of 
estate, gift and income tax requirements, his contacts 
with various investment programs, and the like, qualify 
him to contribute much to the problem of estate planning. 
work of this sort will often be in cooperation with an 
attorney. 
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41. Advising on pension and other retirement compensation 
plans. The CPA will often have a broad knowledge of var-
ious types of pension and deferred compensation plans 
and their tax aspects. 
42. Serving as a "business doctor". CPAs are often asked to 
take over the rehabilitation of companies in financial 
difficulties, and to give advice which will prevent such 
a situation from arising. 
43. Determining and disclosing the effect of price-level 
changes. Preparation of adjusted financial statements, 
or portions of them, as supplementary to the regular fi-
nancial statements. Calculation of replacement require-
ments. Although well within the competence of the ~PA, 
some study is necessary of statistical methods of making 
the necessary adjustments. 
44. Assisting in the establishment of prices tor products 
and merchandise; determining price lines and price pol-
icies. This requires considerable experience in the line 
of business of the client. 
45. Advising on non-accounting management problems. Any CPA 
is probably qualified to give a limited amount of serv-
ice on any of these matters, but if at all sizeable, they 
require special training or the participation of special-
ists in such fields as industrial engineering, statistics, 
personnel relations, and market analysis. 
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The possibil~ties include: 
a. Office administration and equipment. 
b. ~.arket analysis for products and services. 
c. Departmental organization. 
d. Plant layout. 
e. Development of production and other operating statis-
tics. 
f. Time and motion studies. 
g. Job evaluation and merit rating programs. 
h. Evaluation of executive functions. 
i. Work-load studies. 
j. Production planning, scheduling and control. 
k. Office space utilization. 
1. Plant space utilization. 
m. Plant location. 
n. Quality control. 
o. Personnel selection. 
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